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To: Far North District Council (FNDC) 

Re: Submission on Proposed Far North District Plan (PDP) – Pou Herenga Tai Twin 

Coast Cycle Trail Charitable Trust (PHTTCCT)  

Full Name:  Attn:  Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail Charitable Trust (PHTTCCT) 

Mobile:  0274 905 486  

Address for Service: Robert (Blue) Newport cyclewaychair@gmail.com & Alice Hosted 

AliceH@barker.co.nz 

Date: 21 October 2022 

Submission Information: 

This is a submission on the Proposed Far North District Plan (PDP). 

Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail Charitable Trust (PHTTCCT) could not gain an advantage in trade 

competition through this submission.  

The specific provisions of the Plan Changes that the PHTTCCT submission relates to are attached. 

seeks amendment to the specific provisions as listed in the attached document. The reasons are provided 

in the attached document.  

The decisions that PHTTCCT wishes Far North District Council (FNDC) to make to ensure the issues raised by 

PHTTCCT are dealt with are also contained in the attached document. 

PHTTCCT wishes to be heard in support of this submission wish to be heard in support of this submission. 

If others make a similar submission PHTTCCT will consider presenting a joint case with them at a Hearing. 

Robert (Blue) Newport  

Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail Charitable Trust (PHTTCCT) 

Submission# 425
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1.0 Introduction 

The Pou Herenga Tai - Twin Coast Cycle Trail Trust (PHTTCCT) are the body responsible for the governance, 

overall direction, management and operation of the Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail (the Trail) a Far 

North District Council (FNDC) asset. Pou Herenga Tai Trail is currently 87km in length and runs east to west 

coast from Opua to Horeke, and is one of the 23 Great Rides in New Zealand which make up Nga Haerenga; 

The New Zealand Cycle Trail. Nga Haerenga is a government initiative led by Ministry of Business Innovation 

and Employment (MBIE), to showcase the best of New Zealand’s landscapes, environments, culture, and 

heritage while: 

• Creating jobs through the design, building and maintenance of the cycle network;

• Creating a high-quality tourism asset that increases New Zealand’s competitiveness as a tourism

destination;

• Providing ongoing job and economic development opportunities for regional economies; and

• Maximising opportunities for events, and a range of recreational and health benefits for New

Zealanders.

With support from FNDC, PHTTCCT have engaged Barker & Associates (B&A) to assist in ensuring the full 

potential of the Trail is realised in terms of the primary objectives highlighted above. This has included the 

preparation of feedback on the Draft Far North District Plan (Draft Plan) dated 6 May 2021 which sought 

that the Trail be mapped in the plan as an overlay to acknowledge this regionally significant piece of 

infrastructure in accordance with the Northland Regional Policy Statement (RPS)1.  

Included in the feedback was a suite of provisions that sought alignment: 

• Acknowledge of the benefits of the this regionally significant infrastructure (RSI)

• Protection from reverse sensitivity,

• Provision for the maintenance, operation and upgrade; and

• Enablement for supporting activities such as food and beverage, and accommodation activities

particularly in areas that the trail passes through.

On review of the PDP it is evident that this feedback has not been incorporated into the PDP which is of 

great disappointment to the PHTTCCT, given the time and resource preparing feedback and discussing with 

Council staff. 

PHTTCCT have now engaged B&A to prepare this formal submission on the PDP. In summary, Section 2.0 

provides general comments including the request to include the Pou Herenga Tai Trail as a mapped overlay 

with associated provisions and generally ensure a well-connected and integrated transport chapter. More 

detailed submission on specific provisions of interest to PHTTCCT provided in Attachment 1. 

1 The definition of Regionally Significant Infrastructure in the Northland Regional Policy Statement captures the 
Trail. 
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2.0 General Comments 

2.1 Pou Herenga Tai – Twin Coast Cycle Trail Overlay 

As noted earlier, PHTTCCT have had conversations with Council and provided feedback on the Draft Plan 

which sought that the Trail be mapped in the District Plan as an overlay with a standalone chapter with 

relevant set of provisions. This request has not been incorporated into the PDP. There is no reference made 

to the feedback provided by PHTTCCT in the Overview s32 analysis or that undertaken for the Transport 

Chapter (which includes reference to the Trail).  

This is of great disappointment given the resources and efforts PHTTCCT put in to providing feedback, and 

when considering the benefits and investment as highlighted in section 2.1.1 – 2.1.3 below. The lack of s32 

analysis provided by Council makes it difficult to understand the justification behind the approach taken 

particularly when other regionally significant infrastructure such as the hospital, airport, critical electricity 

lines and mineral resource areas have been spatially represented in the Plan through special zones or 

overlays.  

As a primary submission, PHTTCCT continues to seek that the Trail be mapped in the plan and re-submits 

the Pou Herenga Tai Cycle Trail Overlay Chapter (see Attachment 2) which includes provisions that seek to: 

• Recognise and provide for the Trail in acknowledgement of the social, economic and environmental

benefits it provides to the District as acknowledged by its classification as regionally significant

infrastructure;

• Enable appropriate activities, including the maintenance, operation, and upgrade of the Trail; and

• Manage reverse sensitivity effects.

PHTTCCT considers that this request is appropriate for the following reasons: 

• Given the regionally significant economic, social, and environmental benefits associated with the Pou

Herenga Tai Trail which are further set out in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, mapping it in the Plan with an

associated suite of provisions (as provided in Attachment 2 or to same effect) would be the most

efficient and effective way to ensure these benefits are protected, continued and enhanced;

• The overlay and associated provisions promote the sustainable management of the physical resources;

• The overlay and associated provisions are consistent with Part 2 of the RMA;

• The overlay and associated provisions are appropriate in terms of section 32 of the RMA;

• The overlay and associated provisions represent an efficient use and development of physical resources

which have received significant investment;

• The overlay and associated provision sought appropriately avoids, remedies or mitigates adverse

effects on the environment; and

• The overlay and associated provision are consistent with the balance of the PDP, in particular the

Strategic Direction section of the Plan.
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PHHTTCCT have provided specific feedback on the provisions relating to Pou Herenga Tai contained in the 

Transport Chapter in Attachment 2 which in PHHTTCCT view, do not achieve the above, nor do they align 

with the direction of the RPS for regionally significant infrastructure.  

2.1.1 Social, economic and environmental benefits of the Trail 

As noted earlier, the Trail is an 87km cycle trail that traverses the Far North District from the east (Opua) to 

the west (Horeke) passing through a number of the District’s communities including Kawakawa, 

Taumatamakuku, Moerewa, Kaikohe, Okaihau and Horeke. 

The Trail presents multiple economic, social and environmental benefits to these communities, but also at 

a regional and district scale.  From an economic perspective, based on analysis undertaken by Phillip 

McDermott is May 2020 (provided as Attachment 3) the Trail is estimated to contribute $5.66m of direct, 

indirect and induced income to the regions business owners and households resulting from accommodation, 

food and beverage, transport and other retail and activities.  

From a social perspective the trail provides opportunities for recreation and subsequently, general positive 

contributions to wellbeing, but has also through the contribution to the revitalisation of some of the 

communities that Trail passes through. Based on anecdotal evidence this is particularly noticeable in 

Okaihau where new businesses have established to support trail users, but also in the communities such as 

Moerewa, Kaikohe, Okaihau and Horeke where the maintenance requirements have presented 

opportunities for employment, and additional tourism generated by the Trail a ‘push’ factor to improve 

community infrastructure.  

The Trail also presents an alternative transportation network which has social impacts through the provision 

of costs effective mode of transport, as well as environmental primarily in terms of facilitating a carbon zero 

transportation method. It is understood that sections of the Trail between communities such as Moerewa 

and Kawakawa is commonly used by AFFCO and Bay of Islands Hospital staff to get to and from work. Further, 

the location of the Trail in close proximity to Bay of Islands, Okaihau and Northland Colleges means that it 

has potential to be used by students and teachers getting to and from schools safely.  

As a result of these benefits highlighted above, the Trail has been acknowledged as an important part of the 

Northland transportation network as acknowledged in: 

• The Northland Land Transport Strategy2, and subsequently, in the RPS as RSI given it is a facility that is

of strategic significance as identified in the Northland Land Transport Strategy;

• Northland Walking and Cycling Strategy 20183; and

• Far North District Council Integrated Transport Strategy – Active Modes Action Plan4 which identifies

implementation of enhancement and extensions to the Trail in alignment with the Far North District

Council Long Term Plan 2021-2031.

2 https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/eajjhx21/regional-land-transport-plan-for-northland-2021-2027.pdf 

3 https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/0fyj1e1s/northland-walking-and-cycling-strategy-final.pdf  

4 https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/policy-and-planning-pol/infrastructure-
planning/transport-planning/fndc-transport-strategy.pdf 

https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/eajjhx21/regional-land-transport-plan-for-northland-2021-2027.pdf
https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/0fyj1e1s/northland-walking-and-cycling-strategy-final.pdf
https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/policy-and-planning-pol/infrastructure-planning/transport-planning/fndc-transport-strategy.pdf
https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/policy-and-planning-pol/infrastructure-planning/transport-planning/fndc-transport-strategy.pdf
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2.1.2 Investment 

Since inception, the Trail has received significant investment from FNDC and other agencies. Figures from 

MBIE indicate that $7,881,8855 of funding from government agencies, as well as the FNDC has been spent 

on construction, enhancements, repairs, and some operational costs.    

In addition to maintenance and operation grants received annually, FNDC have also committed significant 

additional funding for enhancements and extensions to this infrastructure including for the creation of 

connecting rides from Russell to Okiato, Kerikeri to Waitangi, and Paihia to Opua, re-instatement on the rail 

corridor between Opua and Taumarere, and an additional route from Kawakawa to Opua sections6, and 

investigation into further additions to the network in accordance with the Northland Integrated Cycling 

Implementation Plan which demonstrates a programme to deliver the networks identified in the Northland 

Walking and Cycling Strategy. 

The positive contributions the Trail makes to these communities, and the District transport network, and  

potential to enhance the social, economic and environmental wellbeing of the District is reflected by the 

commitment to continued funding for the extension and enhancement of this infrastructure by FNDC as 

noted above.  

As established above, the level of investment by Council to date on the construction, maintenance and 

operation of the Trail and that committed for future enhancements and extensions is significant. 

Accordingly, PHTTCCT considers it critical for ratepayers that Council protects this asset and enables the 

extension, and establishment of supporting activities where appropriate to ensure the benefits to 

communities from the visitor spend are the potential that the Trail provides.  

2.2 How the Plan Works 

Under the National Planning Standards, the How the Plan works chapter is crucial for understanding the 

mechanics and functions of a district plan.   

PHTTCCT have noted that there is no description in this section around how the District Wide and Area 

Specific Chapters relate. While some direction is provided in terms of the overlays this lacks clarity and 

requires improvement to improve useability.  The How the Plan Works Chapter is one place this direction 

can be set (as well as through notes in the Chapters) and confirm which rules take precedent, or direct 

users to notes within Chapter, and providing clarity in this Chapter will help to ensure that the 

interpretation and application of the District Plan is logical and consistent.   

2.3 Strategic Direction 

The strategic direction chapters do not include policy and do not contain clear cross references to relevant 

policy located in other chapters.   

5  https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-projects/nga-haerenga-the-new-
zealand-cycle-trail/nzct-funding/nzct-funding-recipients/ 

6  https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/policy-and-planning-pol/ltp-and-annual-
plans/2021-2031-ltp/capital-works-programme.pdf 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-projects/nga-haerenga-the-new-zealand-cycle-trail/nzct-funding/nzct-funding-recipients/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-projects/nga-haerenga-the-new-zealand-cycle-trail/nzct-funding/nzct-funding-recipients/
https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/policy-and-planning-pol/ltp-and-annual-plans/2021-2031-ltp/capital-works-programme.pdf
https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/policy-and-planning-pol/ltp-and-annual-plans/2021-2031-ltp/capital-works-programme.pdf
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Under the National Planning Standards, the strategic direction provisions are key to understand the balance 

and trade-offs between often conflicting matters of national, regional and local importance.  PHTTCCT 

considers that the strategic direction should be more directive to understand the balance being struck, and 

note that the proposed strategic direction objectives are not supported by any section 32 evaluation which 

considers the proposed objectives against section 32(1)(a) of the RMA to determine the extent to which the 

objectives are the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA.  This absence of section 32 

evaluation for the strategic direction is considered to be a significant flaw in the PDP preparation. 

In the context of PHTTCCT’s interests this is of particular importance in terms of Regionally Significant 

Infrastructure and Active Modes of Transport and have made specific requests in Attachment 1 which it is 

considered will result in stronger and clearer direction on these matters. In summary: 

• Regionally Significant Infrastructure: The Strategic Direction chapters do not contain objectives and

policy which give effect to objective 3.7 Regionally Significant Infrastructure of the RPS including in

regards to protecting this infrastructure from inappropriate land use and development which may give

rise to reverse sensitivity effects.  PHTTCCT support recognition and promotion of the benefits of

regionally significant infrastructure, and it’s protection throughout the Far North District particularly in

regards to strategic cycling and walking transportation network.

• Provision of Public and Active Modes of Transport: PHTTCCT consider that the District Plan should

encourage and facilitate a transition to greater provision of cycleways as active modes of transport.

The provision of this infrastructure is crucial for maintaining and enhancing the wellbeing of people and

communities, providing lower carbon commuter transport options, and tourism opportunities which

come with associated economic benefits. It is also important that direction is provided regarding

integrating land use and transport planning to achieve greater connectivity for people and communities

as an overall principle, and that implementation of such infrastructure in accordance with strategic and

spatial direction is enabled.

2.4 Consistency and Definitions 

It appears that the PDP has not been sufficiently reviewed for consistency across chapters. PHTTCCT support 

a clear and well written plan, with consistently applied definitions and terminology which will in turn support 

the efficient implementation of the Plan and prevent unintended development outcomes and incompatible 

land uses. With this in mind, PHTTCCT have recommended some additional definitions, and sought clarity 

on conflicting definitions to help achieve this. 

2.5 Transport 

PHTTCCT seeks further enablement of the maintenance, upgrade and extension of the Trail and protection 

from reverse sensitivity effects through this Chapter as set out in the submission points as a secondary form 

of relief. As currently drafted the Chapter is confused in terms of what it is trying to achieve, and the 

provisions do not align with the direction of the RPS.  

In general, PHTTCCT supports the provision of well-connected multi modal transport network. Connectivity 

is integral to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of people and communities, and it is important that 

the District Plan provides clear and meaningful direction for the establishment of sustainable transportation 

networks for future subdivision and development.  
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2.6 Coastal Environment and Natural Character Area, and Natural Features and 

Landscape 

PHTTCCT acknowledges the sensitivities of these environments and supports the provision for the functional 

and operation need for regionally significant infrastructure in these environments but seeks amendments 

to make sure that minor upgrades are adequately provided for.  

2.7 Subdivision 

PHTTCCT consider that subdivision provides an important opportunity to ensuring that well connected multi 

modal transportation networks are provided for, and corridors for future connections preserved. PHTTCCT 

has provided general feedback in this regard I the submission points below. 

2.8 Zones 

PHTTCCT supports the enablement of activities that encourage tourism, particularly within zones that adjoin 

Pou Herenga Tai this includes visitor accommodation and home businesses but seeks that additional 

activities such campgrounds be enabled in appropriate zones.  

3.0 Conclusion 

In conclusion, PHTTCCT seeks the following relief: 

That PHTTCCT’s general comments in Section 2.0 are addressed through decisions on the PDP and 
the specific amendments sought in Attachment 1 are made; and 

Any further necessary consequential amendments required to achieve (a) above. 

PHTTCCT looks forward to working collaboratively with FNDC to address the above relief and is happy to 

meet with FNDC policy staff or consultants to work through these matters. 
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

Part 1 – Introduction and General Provisions – How the Plan Works 

1 How the Plan Works – 
Relationship Between 
Spatial Layers 

Support PHTTCCT acknowledges the refence to 

‘Development Areas’ in this section of the plan 

and supports planned growth as this helps 

ensure efficient and effective infrastructure, 

and connectivity. While it is acknowledged 

that there are no current growth strategies or 

structure plans, some are in development, and 

could be completed prior to the PDP being 

made Operative.  

To ensure that these strategic documents can 

be given effect to and implemented once 

approved by Council, provisions and 

assessment criteria that hold a space for these 

planning documents should be included.   

Review plan to ensure that there is clear integration 

between chapters, as well as overlays. 

2 How the Plan Works - 
General 

Seek amendment The overlay chapters are inconsistent with 

respect to referencing rules for “activities not 

otherwise listed.”  The How the Plan Works 

chapter includes a statement that some 

overlays will automatically default to a 

permitted activity.  Noting that resource 

consent may still be required under other Part 

2: District-wide Matters chapters and/or Part 

Amend “Applications Subject to Multiple Provisions” 

as follows: 

“The overall activity status of a proposal will be 

determined on the basis of all rules which apply to 

the proposal.  This includes rules in the District-Wide 

Matters and Area-Specific Matters. When a proposal 

involves several activities that are subject to multiple 

rules with different activity statuses, and/or involves 

an activity/activities across multiple zones, precincts, 

S425.001

S425.002
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

3: Area-Specific chapters (including the 

underlying zone).  

This lack of consistency will cause confusion 

for plan users because: 

The overlay chapters do not include notes to 

this effect. 

Each overlay chapter has a different approach 

activity status default rules.  

Overlays and zone chapters use different 

terminology. 

Applying an automatic permitted activity 

default could lead to unintentional 

consequences, for example, the Coastal 

Environment is silent with respect to farm 

quarries, defaulting to a permitted activity 

under How the Plan Works.  Rule RPROZ-R12 

Farm Quarry provides for this activity as a 

permitted activity.  

areas, overlays or features, and it is appropriate to 

"bundle" the activities, the proposal will be assessed 

on the basis of the most restrictive 

activity status (unless otherwise stated). 

Where a rule for an overlay, zone or precinct controls 

an activity by reference to a proportion or percentage 

of the site, the control will be limited to that part of 

the site to which the overlay or zone applies.  

Some of the Overlay chapters only include rules for 

certain types of activities (e.g. natural character, 

natural features and landscapes or coastal 

environment). If your proposed activity is within one 

of these overlays, but there are no overlay rules that 

are applicable to your activity, then your activity can 

be treated as a permitted activity under the Overlay 

Chapter unless stated otherwise. Resource consent 

may still be required under other Part 2: District-wide 

Matters chapters and/or Part 3: Area-Specific 

chapters (including the underlying zone). 

… 

And amend all relevant overlay chapters as necessary 

to insert rules for “Activities not otherwise listed in 

this chapter” consistent with zone chapters.  

Part 1 – Introduction and General Provisions – Interpretation - Definitions 
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

3 Definition - Three 
waters infrastructure  

Support PHTTCCT support this definition because it 

incorporates additional planned infrastructure 

that may not be mapped. When paired with 

appropriate provisions, this is considered to be 

a useful way to future proof the plan as Council 

development strategic and spatial direction. 

Retain as notified. 

4 Definition - new Seek amendment PHTTCCT consider that it is important to 

ensure that the PDP adequately provides for 

future transport infrastructure, including that 

which has been planned in the Long Term Plan, 

Far North District Council Integrated Transport 

Strategy or in any Council approved structure 

or spatial plan.  

• Insert a new definition to capture future

transport infrastructure, including that which

has been planned in the LTP, Far North District

Council Integrated Transport Strategy.

• Review and amend the PDP to insert all

appropriate references to ‘future transport

infrastructure’ throughout the plan to enable

the provision of this infrastructure (including

through ensuring that connectivity has been

provided for at the time of subdivision and land

use) as well as protecting these future networks

from potential reverse sensitivity effects.

Part 2 – District Wide Matters – Strategic Direction 

5 Strategic direction - 
Policies 

Seek amendment The Strategic Direction chapters do not 

contain policy which give effect to proposed 

objectives.   PHTTCCT consider that there is no 

clear policy direction to give effect to the 

Insert appropriate policy in to the Strategic Direction 

chapters to give effect to strategic direction 

objectives.  

S425.003

S425.004

S425.005
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

proposed objective which could lead to an 

ineffective plan. 

6 Strategic Direction – 
New Provisions 

Seek amendment The Strategic Direction chapters do not 

contain objectives and policy which give effect 

to objective 3.7 Regionally Significant 

Infrastructure of the RPS.   PHTTCCT support 

recognition and promotion of the benefits of 

regionally significant infrastructure 

throughout the Far North District (in particular 

the Trail), and the importance of protection of 

this infrastructure existing and planned) from 

incompatible land use and development as 

directed in policy 5.1.3 and 5.3.1 of the RPS. 

Insert objectives and policies in the Strategic 

Direction chapters as follows: 

“Objective:  The benefits of Regionally Significant 

Infrastructure are recognised and provided for. 

Policy:  To recognise and provide for the social, 
economic and cultural benefits of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure by enabling its ongoing 
operation, maintenance, development, and 
upgrading where adverse effects are managed. 

Policy: To protect existing and planned regionally 
significant infrastructure from adverse effects 
resulting from new subdivision use and development. 
‘ 

7 Strategic Direction – 
New Provisions 

Seek amendment PHTTCCT consider that the District Plan should 

encourage and facilitate a transition to greater 

provision of public and active modes of 

transport. This is crucial for maintaining social 

and economic wellbeing of people and 

communities. It is also important that strategic 

direction is provided regarding integrating 

land use and transport planning to achieve 

Amend Strategic Direction and insert the following 

objective: 

“Maintain and enhance accessibility and safety for 

communities and integrate land use and transport 

planning.” 

S425.006

S425.007
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

greater connectivity for people and 

communities as an overall principle. 

8 Strategic Direction - 
SD-EP-O4 

Support, seek 
amendment 

Ensuring integrated transport planning which 

includes multi modal solutions, is a critical 

component to establishing a coordinated 

response to land use development and good 

urban design outcomes.   

As noted in sub#5 of this submission the lack 

of policies makes it difficult to understand how 

the outcome sought by SD-EP-O4 will be 

achieved.  Given the lack of spatial planning 

documents identifying these strategic 

networks, policy direction starting with the 

Strategic Direction Chapter is critical to 

ensuring connectivity. 

• Seek the following amendments:

SD-EP-04 - People, businesses and places are 

connected digitally and through multi modal 

integrated transport network. 

• Include corresponding policy to SD-EP-O4

regarded integrated transport networks:

SD-SP-PX 

To ensure multi modal integrated transport networks 
by: 

a. Requiring Integrated Transport Assessments
at the time of subdivision.

b. Ensuring that provision is made for planned
future transport networks at the time of land
use and development.

Part 2 – District Wide Matters - General 

9 Overlays – Include Pou 
Herenga Tai Overlays 
and Chapter  

Seek amendment Reasons detailed in Section 2.1  of this 

submission.  

That the Pou Herenga Tai Trail be mapped in the 

District Plan as an overlay; 

S425.008

S425.009

S425.010
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

Insert the Pou Herenga Tai Cycle Trail Overlay 

Chapter (see Attachment 2) which includes 

provisions that seek to: 

• Recognise and provide for the Trail in

acknowledgement of the social, economic and

environmental benefits it provides to the District

as acknowledged by its classification as

regionally significant infrastructure;

• Enable appropriate activities, including the

maintenance, operation, and upgrade of the

Trail; and

• Manage reverse sensitivity effects.

Part 2 – District Wide Matters Costal Environment 

10 Coastal Environment – 
CE – General  PHTTCCT acknowledges the sensitivities of the 

Coastal Environment and supports the 

provision for the functional and operation 

need for regionally significant infrastructure 

but seeks amendments to make sure that 

minor upgrades are adequately provided for to 

enable the efficient and cost effective 

operation and maintenance of The Trail. 

Review CE to provide for maintenance, operation and 

upgrade of regionally significant infrastructure is 

appropriately provide for. 

Part 2 – District Wide Matters Transport 

S425.011 and S425.066
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# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

11 Transport – TRAN – 
General provision for 
regionally significant 
transport 
infrastructure 

Seek amendment PHTTCCT consider that the Transport Chapter 

fails to sufficiently recognise and provide for 

regional significant transport infrastructure.   It 

is considered that  

• Including the enablement of the

provisions for the Trail in this chapter

confuses its purpose which otherwise

predominantly appears to be providing

private development performance

standard triggers for traffic parking and

access. The Infrastructure Chapter

appears the logical place, however, as

currently drafted the Infrastructure

Chapter only applies to works undertaken

by a ‘network utility operator’ which

PHTTCCT is not, and while FNDC are the

definition of network utility operator

does not extend to construction or

operation of cycleways.

• There are no provisions that seek to

protect the trail from reverse sensitivity

which as regionally significant

infrastructure, is directed by 5.1.3 and

5.3.1 of the RPS, even though the

overview suggests that the chapter

PHTTCCT primary submission is that the Trail be 

mapped as an overlay and that the suit of provisions 

provided as Attachment 2 be incorporated into the 

Plan (see section 2.0 of this submission).  

PHTTCCT also makes the following submission on the 

Transport Chapter which currently includes some 

provisions that relate to the PHHTTCCT in the event 

that Council does not accept PHHTTCCT primary 

relief: 

• Review the drafting of the chapter to make its

purpose clear.

• Provide direction in a clear and consistent

throughout the plan in terms of how chapters

are meant to interact.

• Ensure that appropriate objective and policy

direction is included to recognise and provide

for the Trail as Regionally Significant

Infrastructure

S425.012

S425.013
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# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

regulates ‘the impacts of land use and 

subdivision on the transportation 

network’.   

• The objectives and policies do not

adequately recognise or provide for the

development, operation, maintenance or

upgrading of the Trail as regionally

significant infrastructure in the mapped

sensitive areas (e.g. SNA’s, outstanding

natural features or landscapes, and

coastal environment) as is achieved in the

infrastructure chapter for other

regionally significant infrastructure.

• 

12 Transport - TRAN – 
General provision for 
integrated and well 
connected transport 
network 

Support In general, PHTTCCT seek to ensure that 

Council and Developers are required to ensure 

that land use and development considers 

transportation effects beyond the site. That 

cul-de-sac roads are generally discouraged 

unless provision has been made for future 

connectivity, that provision for future 

transport networks (see sub#4) is provided at 

the time of subdivision and land use, and that 

multi modal transport planning is encouraged.  

Seek changes to provisions within the plan that direct 

a high level of connectivity, integrated land use and 

transport planning, provision for future transport 

networks and multi modal transport networks.  

S425.014
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Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

13 Transport - TRAN-O3 Support, seek 
amendment 

The intent of the objective is unclear, but given 

TRAN P2 & P1 it is likely intended to encourage 

integrated transport planning concurrently 

with development. Assuming this is the case 

(which would be supported) it could be made 

clearer. 

Amend TRAN-O1 as follows: 

Land use and development planning, and transport 
planning all modes of transport are integrated so that 
the to ensure an efficient pattern of land use and 
transport networks that are transport network 
is,safe, efficient and well-connected. 

Or 

Add new policy that specifically addresses integrated 

land use and transport planning. 

14 Transport - TRAN-P2 Support, seek 
amendment 

Support acknowledgment of Twin Coast Trail 

and future transport networks (see sub#4), 

particularly where they contribute to 

connectivity. Inclusion of multi modal 

transport options to ensure social and 

economic wellbeing of our communities, and 

to respond to climate change.  

Establish and maintain a transport network that: 

a. provides safe efficient linkages and
connections;

b. avoids and mitigates adverse effects on
historical, cultural and
natural environment values to the extent
practicable;

c. recognises the different functions and
design requirements for
each road classification under the most
current National Transport Network
classification system;

d. supports reductions of greenhouse gases
from vehicle movements including through
implementation or multi modal transport
options;

S425.015

S425.016

https://farnorth.isoplan.co.nz/eplan/rules/0/21/0/550/0/64
https://farnorth.isoplan.co.nz/eplan/rules/0/21/0/550/0/64
https://farnorth.isoplan.co.nz/eplan/rules/0/21/0/550/0/64
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Sub 
# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

e. considers the likely current and future
impacts of climate change when new
sections of the network are proposed or
existing sections upgraded; and

f. provides for existing and future pedestrian
and cycling pathways that are well
connected, including the Pou Herenga Tai
Twin Coast Cycle Trail.

15 Transport – TRAN-P5 Seek amendment PHTTCCT consider that the objectives and 

policies need to be stronger and more 

directive regarding the use of active and public 

transportation methods, which are beneficial 

in terms of social environmental outcomes 

(e.g., reduced greenhouse gas admissions).  

PHTTCCT acknowledge TRAN-P5 includes 

provision for alternative transport modes but 

weak language such as “encourage” and 

“promote” is used and there is no clear overall 

objective to directly require an increase in the 

provision of, and use of alternative transport 

modes.  On this basis, PHTTCCT consider that 

current objectives and policies will ultimately 

result in the continuation of a car centric 

transportation network in the Far North. 

Greater direction is needed within this chapter 

Amend 

Encourage new land uses and development to 
support an integrated and well connected and 
diverse multi modal transport network by: 

a. Requiring consideration of promoting
alternative transport modes at the time of
land use and development;

b. Ensuring that the construction of new
transportation infrastructure aligns with
relevant spatial or strategic document

c. Encouraging the provision of safe and secure
parking facilities for bicycles and associated
changing or showering facilities for staff;

d. Requiring allocation of parking facilities for
motorcycles, car share vehicles, pick up/drop
off areas for ride share services and charging
stations for electric vehicles; and

e. supporting the establishment and operation
of accommodation and tourism related

S425.017
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# 

Feedback Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

to help increase the role that alternative 

modes of transport play in the future of the Far 

North.   

activities in close proximity to the Pou 
Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail, provided 
reverse sensitivity effects can be avoided. 

16 Transport – TRAN-R2 Oppose PHTTCCT consider that parking provisions 

should  align with the National Policy 

Statement-Urban Development (NPS UD) 

approach to parking, which requires that 

district plans only provide provisions relating 

to accessible parking, and dimensions and 

manoeuvring for when a developer does 

decide to provide car parking (Subpart 8 3.38). 

While PHTTCCT understand that FNDC do not 

consider themselves a Tier 1, 2 or 3 Council,  

PHTTCCT consider this to be a good approach 

in principal, and the existing parking 

requirements to be overly onerous which may 

present a barrier to development.  

Amend parking provisions align with NPS UD. 

17 Transport - TRAN-R3 Support Given that the definition of Transport 

Infrastructure extends to cycle ways, this rule 

is supported as it provides for maintenance 

and upgrade as a permitted activity.  

Retain as notified. 

18 Transport - TRAN – R6 Seek amendment While PHTTCCT support some recognition of 

the significance of the Trail, on review of the 

overview, it appears that the rules pertaining 

Amend provision/include additional to truly enable 

the maintenance, upgrade and extension of the Trail 

and alignment with the direction of the RPS.  

S425.018

S425.019

S425.020
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Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

to structures and buildings in the Part 3 Area 

Specific Matters will apply in addition to TRAN 

– R6.  With this in mind the benefit provided to

PHTTCCT is limited and alignment with the

direction in the RPS for regionally significant

infrastructure is not achieved. It is unclear how

this Chapter interacts with the other Part 2

Chapters.

For these rules to truly be enabling (and align 

with the direction of the RPS) TRAN-R6, would 

need to: 

• Specify buildings as well as structures;

• Specify that this rule takes precedent

over the rules within the underlying

zones; and

• Include vegetation and earthworks

permitted thresholds that supersede

those that would otherwise apply.

As currently drafted, the provisions do not 

align with the direction of the RPS for 

regionally significant infrastructure which is 

otherwise generally provide for infrastructure 

covered by the Infrastructure Chapter. 
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# 
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Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

19 Transport – TRAN – R7 Support PHTTCCT support the enablement for new 

sections of the Trail outside of sensitive areas 

noting earlier submission in regards to policy 

direction for sensitive areas and sub#18 in 

regards to ensuring actual enablement.  

Retain as notified. 

20 Transport - TRAN – 
Information 
Requirement 

Seek amendment PHTTCCT seek that an information 

requirement be included that details what 

information must be included in an integrated 

transport assessment. Being specific in the 

information required, can help direct the 

outcomes sought by the objectives and 

policies in this chapter and targeted to larger 

development. Without this direction, there is 

a high risk that very high-level documents, and 

potentially of limited use, will be provided 

resulting in the same marginal outcomes when 

it comes to transport network design at the 

time of development.   

TRAN – S4 could then be amended to require 

an ITA prepared in accordance with the 

information requirement.  

Include information that specifies matters that must 

be addressed, including the following:  

• Indication as to how connection will be made

with any future transportation networks

identified in any spatial/strategic planning

documents/how the proposal is consistent with

such documents including the Transport

Strategy

• Assessment of the suitability and connectivity of

the development including for pedestrians and

cyclists, and how the development will

encourage walking and cycling

• Evaluation of the effects of the development on

surrounding transport networks including any

pedestrian/vehicle/cyclist conflicts likely to

occur.

Part 2 – District Wide Matters – Natural Environment Values 

S425.021

S425.022
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Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

21 Ecosystems and 
indigenous 
biodiversity – General 

Seek amendment Council have not mapped ‘significant natural 

areas’ (SNA) but have included reference to 

SNA in rules. PHTTCCT consider the absence of 

mapping SNA will result in implementation 

confusion and unnecessary cost to PHTTCCT in 

order to determine compliance.  Furthermore, 

the provisions do  not adequately provide for 

the maintenance, operation and upgrade of 

regionally significant infrastructure in 

accordance with the RPS.  

Review IB to: 

• Remove reference to significant natural areas in

rules and rely on indigenous vegetation

clearance thresholds.

• Review provisions to ensure that maintenance,

operation and upgrade of regionally significant

infrastructure is provided for.

22 Natural Character -  
NATC General 

Seek amendment PHTTCCT  are concerned that there is  overlap 

with this chapter and the National 

Environmental Standard for Freshwater 

(NES:FW).  Furthermore, the provisions do  not 

adequately provide for  the maintenance, 

operation and upgrade of regionally significant 

infrastructure in accordance with the RPS.  

Review NATC to remove any overlap with NES:FW. 

Amend provisions to ensure that maintenance, 

operation, and upgrade of regionally significant 

infrastructure is provided for. 

23 Natural Features and 
Landscapes - NFL 

Seek amendment PHTTCCT consider that the provisions do  not 

adequately provide for  the maintenance, 

operation and upgrade of regionally significant 

infrastructure in accordance with the RPS. 

Amend the provisions of NFL to ensure that 

maintenance, operation, and upgrade of regionally 

significant infrastructure is provided for. 

Part 2 – District Wide Matters - Public Access 

S425.023
S425.024
S425.025
S425.026
S425.027
S425.028

S425.029
S425.030
S425.031
S425.032

S425.033
S425.034
S425.035
S425.036
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Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

24 Public Access - PA – 
General Comment  

Seek Amendment It is considered that Council should take all 

opportunities to gain access to waterbodies, as 

there is always future potential for 

contributing to connectivity.  

There no longer appears to be an esplanade 

priority mapped layer. It is considered that this 

layer can usefully inform applications for 

esplanade waivers to ensure that at an 

absolute minimum area that have been 

identified as part of future connections are not 

accidentally waived entirely or a limited width 

accepted. 

This layer can also usefully be used to 

encourage voluntary creation where lots a less 

than 4ha as a mitigation measure or off set. 

Include Council mapped esplanade priority layers as 

an information layer. 

25 Public Access - PA – P3 Oppose, seek 
amendment 

As a general comment the waiving of 

esplanade requirements is not supported by 

PHTTCCT . 

However, if such a provision must be included 

it is sought that the wording is changed to 

make it clear that this should only occur in 

exceptional circumstances.  

Seek the following amendment to PA-P3 

Allow Consider an application for waiver of any 
requirement for, or a reduction in the required width 
of, an esplanade reserve where the area is not 
identified as esplanade priority, and it can be 
demonstrated that: 

a. safe and reasonable public access or
recreational use already exists and can be
maintained for the future, while considering
the potential effects of climate change,

S425.037

S425.038
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Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

Accordingly, the following amendments are 

sought, noting the comment above in regards 

to mapping of esplanade priority.  

including sea level rise, erosion and 
accretion;  

b. providing access will be detrimental to land
and water-based habitats of indigenous flora
and fauna within, and adjoining the margin;

c. providing access will be detrimental to any
historic heritage place or site and area of
significance to Māori;

d. it would protect the stability, performance,
maintenance and operation of essential
structures and infrastructure; or

restrictions on public access are necessary to ensure 
public health and safety. 

Part 2 – District Wide Matters Subdivision 

26 Subdivision – SUB – 
General  

Seek amendment In general, PHTTCCT support well-connected 

development, and future transport networks 

(see sub#4) being provided at the time of 

subdivision.  

Given the lack of spatial planning incorporated 

into the plan, it is considered that requiring 

developers to show how any future transport 

networks will be accommodated by the 

development is critical to future proof the 

District and ensure an integrated well 

connected transport network. Depending on 

the scale of development this could include 

Amend the subdivision chapter to ensure that 

provision for, and connectivity with future transport 

networks is demonstrated at subdivision.  
S425.039
S425.040
S425.041
S425.042
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Amendment 
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requiring setbacks from indicative 

roads/cycleways as shown/described in any 

future or existing) strategies/spatial 

plans/annual plan  be provided, or road 

connections provided at boundaries of the 

developments.   

27 Subdivision - SUB – O3 Support Ensuring integrated provision of infrastructure 

(which includes cycle ways) development at 

the time of subdivision is supported.  

Retain as notified. 

28 Subdivision - SUB – 04 Support, seek 
amendment 

Ensuring integrated transport planning which 

includes multi modal solutions, and provides 

for future connectivity is considered to be a 

critical component to establishing a 

coordinated response to land use 

development and good urban design 

outcomes.  PHTTCCT consider that it is 

appropriate to establish these connections at 

time of subdivision. 

Seek the following amendment to SUB-O4: 

“Subdivision is accessible, connected, and integrated 
with the surrounding environment including by and 
provides providing for: 

A. future connectivity for pedestrians, cyclist

B. new, and connection to existing, public open
spaces; 

C. esplanade where land adjoins the coastal
marine area; and

esplanade where land adjoins other qualifying 
waterbodies.” 

Part 3 – Area Specific Matters - Open Space and Recreation Zone 

29 Open Space and 
Recreational Zones - 
NOSZ, OZS and SARZ – 
General  

Seek amendment The purpose of these zones is to enable and 

provide for recreation, PHTTCCT consider that 

cycling and walking is an important form of 

Enablement of cycling trails. 

S425.043

S425.044

S425.045
S425.046
S425.047
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Amendment 
Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

recreation, therefore,  tracks for cyclists and 

pedestrians should be enabled.   

30 Natural Open Space 
Zone - NOSZ – R1 and 
NOZ-R6 

Support, seek 
amendment 

Support the enablement of leisure activities as 

a permitted activity which would include 

tracks for cyclists and pedestrians, and as a 

result permit (subject to bulk and locating 

controls) associated buildings and structures 

e.g. bridges, boardwalks and gates. However,

such an activity could also fit the definition of

recreation activity which is not permitted in

this zone.

Clarity is needed in terms of the 

interrelationship between definitions noting 

that the definition of recreation activity 

includes refence to use of land for the purpose 

of leisure.    

Review plan to ensure consistency in terms of how 

definitions are used within/between chapters to 

ensure consistencies and avoid unintended 

consenting requirements. 

31 OSZ- R1 and OSZ -R6 Seek amendment This rule permits buildings (subject to bulk and 

location controls) where they are associated 

with a permitted activity. However, leisure 

activities are not permitted in this Zone but 

recreation activities are.   

See comment above re: definitions. 

Same as relief request for submission point above. 

Part 3 – Area Specific Matters - Zones 

S425.048
S425.049

S425.050
S425.051
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32 Zones – Rules – Visitor 
Accommodation 

Support, seek 
amendment. 

PHTTCCT support the provision for visitor 

accommodation in zones. It is considered that 

providing for this activity, particularly 

throughout the Zones that adjoin the Trail as a 

permitted activity will help activate the Trail 

and ensure that that the potential in terms of 

social and economic impact can be realised 

(noting the comments made in the Transport 

Chapter in regards to parking). 

PHTTCCT acknowledged the rationale behind 

the inclusion of PER-1 in the Rural Production, 

Rural Residential, Rural Living and Settlement 

Zone but considers that this is too blunt given 

the number of shared access ways within the 

District, and has suggested wording that uses 

a setback to manage any likely noise or dust 

effects that could be experienced as a result of 

sharing an access.   

Amend  RPROZ-R4, RLZ-R4, RRZ-R4, RSZ-R4 as 
follows: 

“Activity status: Permitted   

Where:  

PER-1  

The visitor accommodation is within a residential unit, 
accessory building or minor residential unit.    

PER-2  

The occupancy does not exceed 10 guests per night.  

PER-3 

The site does not share access with another site. 
Where the site shares access with aThe access to the 
site is set back more than 20m from any residential 
unit, or minor residential unit on any site that shares 
the access.” 

33 Zones – Rules – Home 
Business  

Support PHTTCCT support the provision for home 

business in zones. It is considered that 

providing for this activity as a permitted 

activity, particularly throughout the zones that 

adjoin the Trail, will help activate the Trail and 

ensure that that the potential in terms of social 

and economic impact can be realised (noting 

Retain as notified. 

S425.052

S425.053
S425.054
S425.055

S425.056
S425.057
S425.058
S425.059
S425.060
S425.061
S425.062
S425.063
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Comments / Reasons Relief Sought 

the comments made in the Transport Chapter 

in regards to parking). 

34 Rural Production - 
RPROZ – R25 

Oppose PHTTCCT oppose campgrounds as a 

discretionary activity in the Rural Production 

Zone and considers this zone to be the most 

appropriate for such an activity.  

Camping grounds provide a low-cost way for 

tourists and locals to experience the District. 

PHHTTCCT consider that it is inequitable to 

provide for other accommodation activities as 

a permitted activity but not camp ground. 

PHTTCCT seek that Camping grounds are 

provided for as a permitted activity subject to 

compliance with performance standards in 

this zone, and it highlighted that noise and 

traffic will be managed through District Wide 

Chapters.  

Provide for camping grounds as a permitted activity 

in the Rural Production Zone. 

35 Māori Purpose Zone – 
MPZ – R15 

Support PHTTCCT support commercial activities of an 

appropriate scale in the Māori Purpose Zone. 

Retain as notified. 

S425.064

S425.065
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MEMORANDUM 

Attachment 1 – Requested PHTO Provisions 

Overview 

The Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail (the Trail) is one of the 22 great rides that make up ‘Nga 

Herenga’(’The Journeys’). The Trail, completed in 2017, is recognised in the Regional Policy 

Statement for Northland as regionally significant infrastructure.  

The Trail has been created via a series of leases and easements across both public and private land. 

The infrastructure of the Trail is owned by the Far North District Council, the management and 

operation of the Trail is undertaken by the Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycleways Trust (the Trust). 

The purpose of the Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail Overlay (PHTO) which represents the 

extent of the Trail corridor, is to recognise the Trail in a statutory context as a regionally significant 

piece of infrastructure. It is also important to protect the Trail from incompatible landuse activities 

adjoining the mapped corridor. 

The PHTO also seeks activate the full potential of the Trail by enabling the establishment of activities 

within the PHTO, and encouraging supporting businesses within proximity to the Trail through 

policy direction. 

 

Objectives 

PHTO-O1: Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 

Recognise and provide for PHTO as regionally significant infrastructure 
and the contribution it makes to the economic and social well-being of 
the District and Region.  

PHTO-O2: Tourism 
related Activities  

Enable the establishment and growth of tourism related activities within, 
and allow their establishment within proximity to, the PHTO. 

PHTO -O3: 
Incompatible Uses 

Manage reverse sensitivity effects from incompatible land use 
establishing adjacent to the PHTO. 

PHTO -O4: Track 
Infrastructure  

Enable and provide for the upgrading and maintenance of track 
infrastructure within the PHTO.  

 

Policies 

PHTO – P1 Overlay Recognise and provide for the regional significance of the Trail by 
establishing the PHTO. 

PHTO – P2 Activities 
within the PHTO 

Enable the establishment and growth of tourism related activities 
by: 

1.  Permitting the following activities within the PHTO: 

a. Retail. 

b. Food and beverage activities. 
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MEMORANDUM 

2. Providing reduced bulk and location controls for buildings and 
structures within the PHTO. 

PHTO – P3 Activities 
within proximity to the 
PHTO 

Allow the establishment and operation of the following activities 
within close proximity to the PHTO: 

1. Visitor accommodation, including marae stays.  

2. Food and beverage. 

3. Bike hire, maintenance and repair. 

4. Other tourism related activities. 

Where they contribute to the growth and success of the Trail and to 
the economic and social well-being of the District and Region. 

PHTO -P4: Reverse 
Sensitivity 

Manage reverse sensitivity effects resulting from incompatible land uses 
locating within proximity to the PHTO by requiring a setback from the 
PHTO for land use activities that generate excessive nuisance effects. 

PHTO -P5: Trail 
Infrastructure 

Enable and provide for trail infrastructure within the PHTO by; 

1. Permitting earthworks within the PHTO outside of sensitive areas 
where related to trail maintenance and track establishment. 

2. Permitting the use of appropriate signage within the PHTO. 

 

Rules 

 

PHTO -R1 Any Earthworks for Trail Maintenance or Track Establishment 

 Activity Status: Permitted  

Where:  

PER-1 

The earthworks are within the PHTO.  

PER-2 

Where outside of a sensitive environment the activity 
complies with: 

EW-S2 Maximum depth and slope; 

EW-S3 Accidental Discovery Protocol; 

EW-S4 Site reinstatement; 

EW-S5 Erosion and sediment control; 

EW-S6 Control of dust; 

Activity Status where 
compliance not achieved with 
PER 1, 2 & 3: Discretionary 
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EW-S7 Setbacks; 

EW-S8 Land stability; 

EW-S9 Overland flow paths; 

EW-S10 Transmission lines; 

EW-S11 Natural and filling of material; and 

EW-S12 Flood hazard. 

PER-3 

Where inside a sensitive environment the activity 
complies with; 

CE-R2 Earthworks and indigenous vegetation 
clearance 

IB-R1 Earthworks and indigenous vegetation 
clearance within a SNA 

NATC-R3 Earthworks within the margins of wetlands, 
lakes and rivers 

NFL-R2 Earthworks and indigenous vegetation 
clearance 

HH-R5 Earthworks in a heritage area 

SASM-R1 Building and structures, earthworks and 
indigenous vegetation clearance 

 

 
 

PHTO -R2 Any Signage  

 Activity Status: Permitted  

Where:  

PRE - 1 

The sign design and location has been Certified by 
Trust.  

PER-2 

The sign is not a digital sign. 

PER-3 

The signage is for the following purposes: 

a. Advertising tourism related activities; 

Activity Status where 
compliance not achieved with 
PER-1, PER-2: Discretionary 

Activity Status where 
compliance not achieved with 
PER-3: Restricted Discretionary 

Matter of discretion are 
restricted to: 

a. impacts on the 
character and amenity 
of the surrounding area; 
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b. Interpretation/information about the Trail. 

PER-4 

The sign complies with: 

SIGN-R8 Signs located within any overlay other than a 
Natural Hazard Overlay. 

SIGN-R9 Signs on or attached to a scheduled heritage 
building or item. 

PER-5 

The sign complies with: 

SIGN-S2 Maximum height 

SIGN-S4 Traffic safety 

SIGN-S5 Design and content 

b. whether 
the sign contributes to 
visual clutter;  

c. any adverse 
cumulative effects 

d. impacts on traffic 
safety; 

e. any potential driver 
distraction; and 

f. any potential effects on 
vehicle manoeuvring 
and access 

Activity Status where 
compliance not achieved with 
PER-4: Restricted Discretionary 

Matters of discretion are 
restricted to: 

g. whether the purpose of 
the sign provides 
locational, heritage, 
cultural or other 
relevant information 
that supports the 
protection or context to 
the overlay and its 
characteristics and 
qualities; 

Activity Status where 
compliance not achieved with 
PER-5: Restricted Discretionary 

Matters of discretion are 
restricted to: 

h. the matters infringed of 
any standard 
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PHTO -R3 Any Structures or Buildings 

 Activity Status: Permitted  

Where:  

PER-1 

The design and location of the structure or 
building has been Certified by the Trust. 

PER-2 

Where inside a sensitive environment it 
complies with: 

CE-R3 Buildings and structures 

NFL-R3 Non habitable buildings and structures 

NFL-R4 Extension to an existing lawfully 
established building or structure 

PER-3 

Where outside of a sensitive environment the 
maximum height where outside of a sensitive 
environment of the building and structure is 
8m above ground level 

PER -4 

Buildings and structures must be contained within 
a building envelope defined by recession planes: 

1. 55 degrees at 2m above ground level at 
the northern boundary of the site; 

2. 45 degrees at 2m above ground level at 
the eastern and western boundaries of 
the site; and 

3. 35 degrees at 2m above ground level at 
the southern boundary of the site 

PER-5 

The structure can achieve a 1.2m setback from 
any boundary, except where the PHTO adjoining a 
road and that setback must be at least 3m. 
 
PER-6 

Buildings and structure must be setback at least;  

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved with PER-1 & 2:  
Discretionary 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved with PER-3:  Restricted 
Discretionary 

a. the character and amenity of 
the surrounding 
built environment; 

b. dominance in relation to 
the road and adjoining sites; 

c. loss of privacy to 
adjoining sites, including 
potential loss in relation to 
vacant sites; 

d. shading and loss of solar 
access to adjoining sites. 

e. landscaping; and 
f. natural hazard mitigation 

and site constraints 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved with PER-4:  Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of discretion are restricted 
to: 

a. loss of privacy to 
adjoining sites, including 
potential loss in relation to 
vacant sites; 

b. shading and loss of solar 
access to adjoining sites, 
including buildings and 
outdoor areas; and 

c. natural hazard mitigation 
and site constraints 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved with PER-5:  Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of discretion are restricted 
to: 
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1. 26m from the waterbody where 
a boundary adjoins MHWS or 
a river greater than 3m average width; 

2. 10m from the waterbody where 
a boundary adjoins a river smaller than 
3m average width 

 

a. the character and amenity of 
the surrounding area; 

b. screening, planting 
and landscaping on the site; 

c. the design and siting of 
the building or structure with 
respect to privacy and 
shading; 

d. natural hazard mitigation 
and site constraints; 

e. the effectiveness of the 
proposed method for 
controlling stormwater; 

f. the safety and efficiency of 
the current or future roading 
network; and 

g. the impacts on existing and 
planned public walkways 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved with PER-6:  Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of discretion are restricted 
to: 

a. the character and amenity of 
the surrounding area; 

b. screening, planting 
and landscaping on the site; 

c. the design and siting of 
the building or structure with 
respect to privacy and 
shading; 

d. natural hazard mitigation 
and site constraints; 

e. the effectiveness of the 
proposed method for 
controlling stormwater; 

f. the safety and efficiency of 
the current or future roading 
network; and 

g. the impacts on existing and 
planned public walkways, 
reserves and esplanades 
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PHTO -R4 
 

Commercial Activity 

 Activity Status: Permitted  

Where:  

PER-1 

The activity is a retail activity of: 

1. food and beverage; or 
2. bike hire, maintenance and repair. 

PER-2 

1. It can be demonstrated that existing parking 
provided is sufficient and that the activity does 
not generate any additional parking needs; or 

2. Parking is provided in accordance with the 
requirements specified in TRAN – Table 1 
Maximum Car parking spaces. 

PER-3 

The activity does not operate outside the hours of 
8:00am to 6:00pm on each day. 

 

Activity Status when 
compliance not achieved: PER- 
1: Non-complying 

Activity Status when 
compliance not achieved: PER- 
2 & 3: controlled  

Matters of control  

a. there are no 
adverse effects on 
public parking or the 
transport network; 

b. it can be 
demonstrated that 
there is a 
lower parking 
demand; 

c. alternative modes of 
transport are 
provided for, if 
appropriate; 

d. land will be used 
instead for low 
impact design 
principles, if 
appropriate; 

e. the reduction will 
protect cultural or 
heritage values 
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PHTO -R5 
 
PHTO-R6 
 
PHTO-R7 

Industrial and trade waste 
 
Intensively farmed stock buildings and areas setback from boundaries 
 
Offensive Trade 
 

 Activity Status Restricted Discretionary 

Where: 

The activity establishes within 30m of the PHTO. 

 

Matters of discretion are restricted to: 

a. privacy of adjoining sites;  
b. scale and bulk of buildings;  
c. odour;  
d. noise, disturbance and loss of 

privacy effects on adjoining sites;  
e. the number and types of animals;  
f. method of effluent management and 

disposal;  
g. likely presence of vermin;  
h. the frequency and nature of management 

and supervision; and 
i. landscaping or screening. 

 

 

 

Definitions 

PHTO -
Definitions   

 

 PHTO Track Establishment: The formation of the 
Trail, including surfacing and drainage, of up to 5m 
in width. 

PHTO Trail Maintenance: Includes surfacing and re 
surfacing of existing track, water tabling, clearance 
and extension of drains, maintenance of existing 
structures, tree removal, vandalism repairs and 
structure replacement resulting from vandalism and 
damage resulting from adverse weather effects.  
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person or organisation taking or not taking action (as the case may be) in respect of any statement, 
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Summary  i 

Summary 
This report was prepared to identify the economic impact of the Pou Herenga Tai Twin 

Coast Cycle Trail (PHTTCCT). It is intended to help identify opportunities for barriers to 

increasing its contribution to the regional and local economy.   

The original research design was modified as Covid 19 prevented a local business survey 

from being completed.  Instead, a desk was prepared aiming to quantify the trail’s 

economic impact. While subject to data and methodological qualification the analysis in this 

report provides “order of magnitude figures”, They provide a starting point for discussion 

about further development and promotion. 

Following an introduction to the methods (Section 2) a review of existing studies (Section 3) 

informs the assumptions made for the analysis. Its conclusions include: 

• The New Zealand Cycle Trails collectively make a significant contribution to the 

national economy; 

• The biggest gains come from the benefits to suppliers to trail users (the producer 

surplus), although the consumer surplus (the benefits to domestic users over and 

above the costs they incur) is also substantial; 

• Accommodation is the sector most likely to benefit; 

• The mix of markets will shape impacts – international visitors tend to spend more 

than domestic visitors; day visitors may spend more per day, but multi-day visitors 

spend more in total and spread it over a larger area and range of suppliers; 

• The businesses benefiting most from the presence of a trail tend to be small; 

• Longer established trails have higher benefits; 

• The growth of benefits from higher patronage generally exceeds the growth of costs.  

A national economic analysis of costs and benefits showed that PHTTCCT recorded a 

cost:benefit ratio just under 1.0 in 2015. With significant growth in patronage since then, it 

can be expected to be delivering a significant net benefit today.  

The Economic Impact Assessment of the trail in 2019 indicates (subject to assumptions): 

• 42,000 visits to the trail, 30,500 from outside Northland, of which 24,000 were by “trail 

tourists”, people visiting Northland to use it (with 9,000 traversing the whole trail);  

• Based on those visits, 42,000 visitor days (excluding locals); 

• An estimated $8.4m in spending by “trail tourists”, of which $5.7m is regional income 

(value added); 

• Up to 40 full-time job equivalents in Northland supported by their spending; 

• The economic impacts remain modest in the immediate area of the trail (possibly as 

low as 10 full-time job equivalents and $300,000 in value added); 

• The greatest impacts are likely to be experienced in the Bay of Islands. 

  



Summary  ii 

The study indicates that the economic benefits of the trail by now exceed the historic cost 

of its development, and suggests that the marginal benefits of growth should well exceed 

the marginal costs of catering for it. Other conclusions include:  

• Acknowledging that historical capital costs can be treated as “sunk”, the economic 

benefits of investment in improving and marketing the trail will be positive (from the 

point of view of effective management of economic resources). 

• When compared with other trails and surveyed spending there is a need and 

opportunity for private investment in trail “add-ons” – tour packages, additional trail-

related recreational and adventure activities , and on- and off-trail experiences. 

• The trail appears to meet signficant demand for day trip options ex-Opua.  This is a 

healthy attribute that raises other issues: 

- The prospects for boosting patronage through extension to Paihia, Waitangi, and 

perhaps Haruru to further tap into the general tourist day user market, extending 

the length of stay among visitors to the Bay of Islands generally; 

- The opportunity to promote to a Bay of Islands-based market the prospect of multi-

day tours, ideally across the entire trail; 

- Related to that, the need to create the capacity on the length of the trail, through to 

Horeke, to cater for and hold the interest of more overnight visitors, including 

increasing the provision of infrastructure and amenities, encouraging more 

investment in accommodation and catering, and supporting the development of 

additonal attractions.  

The study’s main contribution is to highlight the need and opportunities for further 

development to lift benefits accruing in the immediate vicinity of the trail. Doing so will not 

only boost the economy of the small towns and rural area through which it passes, but 

should also raise the profile, appeal, and popularity of the trail, and lift its overall 

subregional (mid-north) and regional contributions which, while significant, remain modest. 

Given the impact of Covid-19 on the national economy and on tourism, in particular, the 

imperative of promoting domestic tourism as a component of recovery suggests that any 

initiative to boost the trail should, in the first instance, focus on how it might be positioned to 

lift its appeal in the New Zealand market. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose of the Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trust 

Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail (PHTTCC, or “the trail”) is one of 23 New Zealand 

recreational bike trails under the umbrella of Nga Haerenga, Cycleways of New Zealand 

(NHCNZ). The trail runs 84km from Opua in the Bay of Islands to Horeke on the Hokianga 

Harbour.1 Development commenced in 2010 with the last section completed in March 2019. 

It was developed by the Far North District Council (FNDC) with the help of central 

government funding.  

A study on the economic benefits of the trail was commissioned by Pou Herenga Tai Twin 

Coast Cycle Trail Trust (“the Trust”).  The Trust was established in 2018 to develop, 

maintain, operate, and promote the trail.  

The Trust’s primary objectives were set out in the first Annual Report (to June 2019) as: 

• “To create jobs through the design, construction and maintenance of the cycle trail network; 

• “To create a high-quality tourism destination and provide on-going employment and economic 
development opportunities for the regional economies; and  

• “To maximise the range of complementary benefits that the cycle trail provides to a wide range 

of New Zealanders. This includes events, recreation, health and other benefits”. 

The benefits anticipated are (1) jobs provided to develop and maintain the cycleway (see 

Definitions); (2) jobs and income generated by visitor activity around the trail; and (3) the 

ongoing contribution to regional income and employment resulting from the number, length 

of stay, and spending of people who visit Northland or extend their stay to ride the trail. 

1.2. Objectives 

Acknowledging that the trail has only a short history, the objectives for this assessment were 

expanded to address its potential economic contribution, barriers to increasing it, and 

opportunities to increase the benefits that arise from it. The objectives were set out as:  

(1) Assessing and reporting on the current and potential economic impact of the PHTTCC; 

(2) Identifying barriers to growing visitor numbers and their economic contribution; 

(3) Providing input into the Planning Overlay for the trail currently under preparation by 

Barker and Partners as part of the Far North District Plan Review, by contributing to the 

Section 32 report that will underpin the Overlay objectives and policies. 

  

 

1  The Mangungu Mission House is a further 3km on by road. 
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Modification Due to Covid-19 Pandemic 

While users of New Zealand trails may choose to complete a NHCNZ online questionnaire 

and their answers used to estimate economic impacts, it is difficult to secure robust 

information for an individual trail from this source.  Instead, it was hoped that a survey of 

local businesses’ experience on the ground would better inform an estimate of economic 

impact within the resources and timeframe for this study.  To this end 400 questionnaires 

were distributed from Opua and Paihia through to Horeke, including partners of PHTTCCT.  

Unfortunately, the survey coincided with the onset of Covid-19 and the closing of the New 

Zealand borders and the subsequent Level 4 Alert restrictions.   

Quite apart from the health risks faced by the community, this has been a damaging time for 

the economy at large, and particularly so for tourism business. Those that we hoped to hear 

from were  - and continue to be - preoccupied with the question of survival.  It is unrealistic 

and unfair to expect them to respond to our survey. 

It was therefore decided to complete a comprehensive a desk study drawing on secondary 

sources and the NHCNZ user surveys to fulfil the commitment to an economic assessment, 

as described in this report. 

It was also considered useful if, having done this, the consultant could pull together 

commentary from various sources to subsequently provide a gap analysis.  Its purpose will 

be to inform initiatives to reboot the trail as a key component of Northland’s tourism 

infrastructure when there are signs of market recovery, acknowledging that the focus will be 

on domestic visitors for the foreseeable future. 

1.3. This Report 

Section 2 introduces the two main methods for assessing the economics of projects, 

especially projects that are publicly funded, whether by central government (the taxpayer) or 

by local government (the ratepayer). This is a section about economic methodology intended 

to place the study in context, and readers may choose to skip it. 

Section 3 summarises some earlier studies of the economic impact of New Zealand cycle 

trails to provide background and inform the assumptions used in the current assessment. 

Section 3 draws on these examples and data from the NHCNZ online questionnaire of 

PHTTCC users to develop a picture of patronage, indicate how much they might spend in 

the course of visiting the trail, and the impact this may have on the Northland economy.  
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2. About Economic Assessment 

This section explains the two main methods for measuring the economic effects of 

investment in a cycle trail, the differences between them, and limits to their application. It can 

be skipped by readers more interested in the results of earlier New Zealand studies (Section 

3) and the analysis of the Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast Cycle Trail (Section 4).  

2.1. Economic Analysis 

There are two formal methods for analysing economic impacts. The first, economic analysis 

(EA) focuses on the efficient use of resources at a national level.  It compares the resources 

consumed (measured usually by their market value) relative to the benefits generated by a 

project from inception to the end of its “economic life” (usually defined arbitrarily at around 25 

or 30 years). It is important to note that in economic analysis labour is a resource to be 

consumed and is therefore treated as a cost.  Transfers (taxes and subsidies, interest, and 

depreciation, for example) are not counted because they do not increase the underlying 

costs and  benefits (although they may alter who pays and who benefits). 

Difficulties are encountered in putting a value on intangible costs or benefits of a project for 

which there is no market.  Analysts may seek to monetise such intangibles by developing 

proxy values through various estimation (and often disputed) methods and assumptions. 

There is also some debate over what value to place on costs and income projected over 

time given a “social preference” for early benefits and deferred costs.  Discounting values 

progressively is usually used to emphasise on early rather than later costs and benefits.  

Note: EA is distinguished from financial analysis (including feasibility studies) by its focus on 

productive or efficient resource use and not on the distribution of benefits. Financial analysis 

deals with returns to capital with the net benefit of an investment divided among profits 

(including dividends and retained earnings), interest, and taxes.  

In addition, in financial analysis costs are not limited to the consumption of (finite) resources 

but include the costs of capital (either as returns forgone elsewhere or as interest charges).  

Whereas in EA the full capital cost of an asset is introduced into the analysis in the year it is 

acquired, in financial analysis it is depreciated as an annual cost over its productive life. 

Goodwill and patents impose costs in a financial analysis but do not feature in EA. 

Economic Analysis of Projects: Benefit:Cost Analysis 

Economic analysis aims to quantify net benefits over time, usually using a Cost:Benefit 

Analysis (CBA) framework. Costs (the value of resources used) include supplies purchased 

for developing and running an operation (materials and components, plant, premises, and 

labour), without distinguishing between capital and operating costs. 
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Benefits denote the value to users of the goods and services supplied, with value usually 

equated with market price, or what people are prepared to pay2. The economic return is 

determined by the difference between the costs and benefits (or the ratio of benefits to 

costs) over time. The net benefit may be negative (or the benefit:cost ratio below 1.0) when 

costs exceed the value of benefits.  

EA is used to decide whether an investment is a wise use of resources. Labour (capacity, 

skills and expertise) is a valued at the relevant wage. It is therefore important when labour or 

skills (or other resources) are scarce to favour projects which make the best use of them.  

Capital items are entered at full cost into the analysis in the year they are acquired. 

There are conventions for valuing costs and benefits that are not valued by the market, such 

as water pollution (a negative externality) or biodiversity gains (a positive externality).  How 

dollar values are attached to externalities is usually arbitrary and often disputed.  As a result, 

consideration of externalities (the impact of the investment outside its intended use) may be 

better considered at a later stage of the decision-making process provided the CBA 

demonstrates first that there are sound economic grounds for proceeding.  

Hence, it may be decided not to go ahead with a project even if economic benefits exceed 

costs because of the damage to the environment it might do, or the negative impact on third 

parties (such as noise, excessive disruption of existing communities, and the like).  Equally, 

proceeding when the CBA indicates a project will have a net cost (a B:C ratio of less than 

1.0) would have a negative impact on productivity may be justified because of anticipated 

benefits to the environment or social gains. 

2.2. Economic Impact Assessment 

Economic Impact Assessment and Economic Analysis (CBA) 

The second method often used for analysing economic impacts is Economic Impact 

Assessment (EIA), which determines the benefits of a project to a region without counting 

costs and benefits beyond its boundaries. In EIA, wages are a benefit because of the local 

income and jobs they create.  Hence, taxpayer subsidy (paid for nationally) to build a 

cycleway generates local income (wages, salaries, and profits). Spending by trail users from 

outside the region also generates economic benefits that would not otherwise occur.  

EIA deals only with a subset of the full costs of a project compared with an EA, and, unlike 

an EA, project spending (including wages) that remains within the target region is treated as 

a benefit, not a cost.  

Consequently, EIA is best used to assess the contribution of an investment or project to a 

regional or local economy regardless of the efficiency or otherwise of its resource use (as 

 

2  If the price is less than the value to the buyer, the difference is termed the consumer surplus 
and may be introduced to the analysis as a dollar value. 
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measured in a CBA).  Ideally, though, it would only be called for where a project is first 

justified by EA to ensure that its contribution to a region does not impose a cost nationally.  

If there are surplus resources (particularly labour) in a region, however, the question of 

economic efficiency or productivity may be over-ruled because of the social benefits from 

increasing opportunities for local enterprise, lowering unemployment, and consequently 

reducing welfare expenditure.  In other words, the unmeasured social benefits may justify a 

project in a region which, when analysed in isolation in a CBA, may be termed uneconomic.  

Economic Impact Assessment: Multiplier Analysis 

Multiplier analysis identifies the income and employment that might be expected to remain in 

an area once purchases from another region (or country) are taken out of the equation. 

Multipliers enable estimation of how much of the spending in question (for development and 

for use of the asset – the trail in this instance) remains in the local area as value added and 

how many people are employed there as a result.   

The bulk of these benefits fall to the businesses and people providing goods and services to 

the development.  Once developed, the benefits shift to the businesses and people providing 

goods and services to the users of the asset. These are the direct impacts.  

The benefits do not stop there, however, with two types of downstream effect increasing the 

regional benefits.  Indirect impacts comprise the income and jobs generated by the spending 

of the businesses supplying materials, goods, and services to the suppliers of the investment 

and subsequent services (in this case, the trail).  Induced impacts are the result of local 

spending on goods and services by the workers and owners of business supplying the trail 

users and by the regional downstream business supplying them.  

These indirect and induced impacts are calculated using multipliers. Multiplier effects tend to 

be strongest in large, developed, diverse, city economies with plenty of sources of local 

supply, and tend to be weakest in small rural towns with a limited economic base. However, 

the direct effects are likely to be more important to the latter, the small towns, where there 

are fewer opportunities for employment. 

Multiplier analysis has limitations. For example, it is based on sector-level data from (often-

dated) national surveys that have been “factored down” to reflect the regional or local mix of 

economic activities. It assumes that all businesses in a sector operate the same way with the 

same mix and cost of inputs regardless of size, age, where they are located, or their 

individual investment and production profiles. It assumes that there is no technical or price 

change in how goods are produced, transported, and sold over time, and that the source of 

inputs (local, national, overseas) does not change.3   

 

3  Hence, reliance on dated surveys becomes a significant source of error, although many analysts seek to 

insert “superior” data into their models where they can identify it. 
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Consequently, EIA is best treated as indicative only and applied only where the resources, 

including labour, are available. In an economy operating at or close to capacity, it is of little 

value, at best, and misleading at worst.  

2.3. Measuring the Economics of Cycle Trails  

Attempts to estimate the economic impact of cycle trails rely on data gathered from surveys 

of either trail users or surveys of affected businesses.  Both suffer estimation problems.  

 Because individual trails offer multiple segments with uncontrolled access on a year-round 

basis, sampling users to find out about their behaviour, their attitudes and, especially, their 

spending presents several challenges: 

• The logistical difficulty of accessing and surveying a representative sample of users and 

achieving a sufficiently large sample over time considering seasonal differences.  

• Interpretation difficulties given a need to extrapolate results from small sample surveys to 

entire populations (i.e., all users) comprising individuals and groups; 

• The difficulty of estimating unique user numbers given that people may use the trail 

multiple times and that counts are segment-specific;  

• Analysis and interpretation difficulties that arise from survey design challenges, 

respondent recall issues (especially for expenditure), and by the fact that reference to a 

region or local area may be interpreted quite differently among respondents. 

Surveys of businesses encounter other challenges: 

• The difficulty of obtaining sufficient returns to estimate meaningful results over the trail 

area, especially of economic data (investment, turnover, and employment); 

• The difficulty operators may have in estimating what share of their business is 

attributable to the presence of trail users. 

Depending on survey data for assessment clearly creates uncertainty around the results of 

economic assessment.  

Ideally, though, the convergence of results in different areas, at different times,  and at 

different points in trail development will help identify trends and issues likely to affect 

individual trails like PHTTCCT.  Further, while acknowledging the limitations of economic 

analyses, the process they call for of reviewing what evidence is available, considering 

carefully the assumptions required to make sense of it, and how data and assumptions might 

come together in a systematic way in analysis does offer some insights despite the 

approximate nature of any quantitative results.   

On these grounds, the following section reviews several earlier analyses of the economic 

impacts of New Zealand trails. 
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3. Cycle Trails in New Zealand 

This section outlines the economic benefits that a cycle trail can bring and what might 

influence them those benefits.  It then outlines results from four prior analyses to help 

develop assumptions appropriate to the PHTTCCT.  Two are based on surveys of users 

(Otago Central Rail and Hauraki Rail trails), one on a survey of businesses on the Otago 

Central Rail Trail.  The fourth study was a formal Economic Analysis  conducted using 

survey data from 22 trails in 2015 to determine the national economic benefit six years down 

the track from the Great Rides Initiative. Using the data from that study a comparison is 

undertaken of the performance of 20 of the trails. This demonstrates a wide range of 

Benefit:Cost ratios. For one group of trails, including PHTTCCT, the benefits had not yet 

matched the costs. However, the comparison across all trails suggests that the growth of 

benefits with increased patronage can be expected to easily exceed the growth in costs, 

ensuring a positive net benefit well within the economic life of individual trails. 

3.1. Understanding the Economic Benefits of a Cycle Trail 

Economic benefits associated with developing a cycleway-based trail accrue through:  

(1) Investment and operating expenditure in the cycleway itself, its initial development and 
subsequent ongoing management and maintenance;  

(2) Investment and operating costs for associated infrastructure (carparks, toilets, etc); and  

(3) Investment and operation of associated commercial activity. This includes hospitality 
(food and beverage series), accommodation, and local activities (equipment hire, guided 
tours and entertainments, and package tours). 

In effect, the cycleway, infrastructure, and associated commercial activity jointly define the 

trail, so that assessment needs to address the sum of their benefits.   

Investment leads to survey, development, and construction jobs early in the life of a 

cycleway. While development jobs do not last, they create the assets that define the trail and 

attract users, generating long-term income and job gains from the spending of users.  

The size of the long-term benefits depends on  

(1) The number of visitors the trail caters for; 

(2) Who they are: visitors bring money into the region whereas locals may have spent it in 
the area anyway4; visitors tend to spend more than locals; and international visitors tend 
to spend more than visitors from elsewhere in New Zealand;  

(3) The opportunities available for the visitors to purchase local goods and services. 

The character of a trail will influence how many users come and how much they spend. This 

will reflect: 

• Pavement design: length, sections, difficulty, surface quality; 

 

4  Although if they are encouraged to spend more than they otherwise would or if they would otherwise have 

spent it outside the region there is local benefit. 
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• Access: locality and ease of reaching it, points of entry, parking and terminal facilities; 

• Trail quality: views, landscapes, points of interest; 

• Trail amenities: toilets, water stops, on-route accommodation, signage and interpretation; 

• Trail-related activities: the “add-ons”, including the availability hosted and guided cultural 

and environmental experiences, natural attractions (e.g., thermal pools, limestone 

caves), historical sites, additional recreational opportunities (kayaking, rafting, rock 

climbing, adventure courses), and hospitality and entertainment opportunities at centres 

on the trail. 

The economic benefits of cycleways are not captured by their developers (taxpayers and 

ratepayers) but by local producers and suppliers, the providers of food and beverages, 

accommodation, sporting and outdoor gear, equipment hire, hosting and attractions. 

3.2. Otago Central Rail Trail Business Survey (2008) 

The 2008 assessment of the impact of the Otago Central Rail Trail5 (following an earlier 

2005 study) was based on a survey of “businesses established in communities on the 

fringes of the trail”. A response rate of 36% yielded 109 completed questionnaires, 75 of 

which were from accommodation providers. Responses were divided between either large 

businesses with over $250,000 or more turnover, or very small businesses with turnover of 

less than $10,000. The respondents employed 552 full- and part-time staff in total with 

seasonal differences in part-time staff numbers (235 in the summer and 147 in the winter).  

Some 30% of respondents reported that the trail had been very important to their decision to 

buy or start up their business, while 20% said it was unimportant. For 46% of respondents, 

trail users accounted for between 0 and 20% of turnover. A key conclusion was that a 

diversified sample meant that for many of the larger businesses (supermarket, service 

stations) the trail was of little impact. 

The report did not differentiate between trail-dependent and less or independent businesses 

with respect to turnover or employment, but it is likely that accommodation providers, food 

and beverage suppliers (22) and tourist operators (13) are the most dependent and might be 

expected to have fewer staff and rely more on seasonal employees. 

Implications for PHTTCCT: 

• Most businesses benefiting significantly from the trail were small; 

• A number of businesses set up specifically to service the trail users; 

• Larger businesses (service stations, supermarkets) were unlikely to depend 

significantly on trail users; 

• Accommodation is the sector most likely to benefit. 

  

 

5  Jellum C and Reis A (2008)  Otago Central Rail Trail: Economic Impact and Trends Survey. Otago Central 

Rail Trust  
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3.3. The Hauraki Rail Trail User Survey (2013) 

The Hauraki assessment was based on a survey of 620 trail users. 21% came from the 

Thames-Coromandel Region and 12% from neighbouring Bay of Plenty. The majority were 

from Waikato (28%) and Auckland (30%). Fewer than 1% were from overseas. 

The study illustrates some of the difficulties of assessing economic impact using a user 

survey.  Provision needs to be made for over-counting users because of return rides.  There 

is a need also to remove local cyclists given that their spending is a local transfer rather than 

a revenue gain to the area.   

Having acknowledged these difficulties, the authors’ derived a range of total expenditure by 

users for the year of between $1.8m and $2.8m, depending on the estimate of unique 

cyclists, or $105/user/day (mid-point). The main contributor was accommodation (33%), 

followed by food (28%) and petrol (21%) (Table 1).  The relatively high spending on petrol 

was attributed to the distance people travelled to get to the trail. 

Table 1: Estimated Spending per Visitor, Hauraki Rail Trail  (2012 $) 

 
  Source: Ryan et.al. (2013), p.36 

Bike hire and shuttle bus use together accounted for 5% of expenditure.  Interestingly, 

escorted tours did not feature at al. 

Implications for PHTTCCT: 

• The importance of substantial nearby markets to demand (74% were staying at home 

on the night of completion of the trail); 

• Accommodation still dominated local spending; 

• Spending directly on cycleway services was limited; 

• The estimated average daily spend per visitor was $105 ($113 in 2019 dollars). 

  

$ %

Accommodation $35.0 33%

Food $28.2 27%

Petrol $22.7 22%

Shuttle Bus $5.5 5%

Bikehire $5.0 5%

Other $8.8 8%

$105.2 100%
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3.4. Otago Central Rail Trail User Survey (2015) 

This study was based on a survey of 224 respondents representing 662 users when group 

members are accounted for.  It was undertaken in December 2014 and February and April 

2015.6 In contrast to the Hauraki trail, most users were non-local, with only 5% from Otago.  

39% were from overseas while 40% were from the North Island.  

With much higher international and long-distance domestic patronage, user spending was 

also higher than recorded in the Hauraki study (Table 2). The difference is captured in large 

part in package tours, an important component of patronage on the longer-established and 

longer trail (150km compared with Hauraki’s 80km).  Packages include accommodation, 

catering and equipment, reducing the apparent spend as identified on these items.  

Table 2: Average Expenditure per Person, Otago Rail Trail ($2015) 

 
Source: Calculated from Otago District Council (2015), p26 

People who did not complete the trail – spending fewer days– spent more per day. This 

implies that returns can be increased, perhaps, by highlighting the more manageable trail 

sections, broadening the market to take in more people with less time (or physical capacity). 

On the other hand, users completing the trail are more likely to spend over a wider area 

more and on more activities, catering, accommodation, and other trail-related services.7  

Surveyed spending figures were multiplied by estimated annual user numbers to derive total 

spending of $6.9m associated with the trail. Of that, 2008/09 regional input-output tables 

indicated $3.5m would accrue as value added and support around 81 jobs directly, most of 

which would have been in and around the trail and nearby towns. In addition, local 

purchasing by those businesses benefiting directly from users’ spending and spending by 

 

6  Central Otago District Council (2015) Otago Central Rail Trail User Survey 2014-15 
7  These will be included in packages.  
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the staff of those businesses would generate another $1.7m in value added and sustain 21 

more jobs in Otago (p27), for a total regional impact of $5.2m and 102 jobs8.  

Spending figures were not given by visitor origin.  However, differences in accommodation 

used indicate that international users tend to stay in more expensive lodgings than their 

domestic counterparts, with a preference for boutique and hotel accommodation (Table 3). 

Table 3: Accommodation Used by International and Domestic Trail Users 

 
Note: Based on 660 domestic and 220 international visitors 

Source: Otago District Council (2015), p15 

Implications for PHTTCCT: 

• Users of segments spend more daily than those who complete the trail; 

• However, the longer users stay the more they spend in total and the wider that 

spending is likely to be spread; 

• Among international visitors a higher share use packages and there is a higher level 

of spending (as reflected in choice of accommodation). 

3.5. Impact of the Great Rides Network (2016) 

Costs 

In 2011 the Government committed $50m to develop the network of “Great Rides”, in 

partnership with local government. In 2016 it committed to an additional $25m over four 

years, by which time it was estimated that local government, cycle trail trusts, and local 

communities had contributed an additional $30 million.   

 

8  A  paper by D Bamford and R Balm indicated around 14,000 multi-day and 60,000 day trips 
annually by Otago trail users from 2010 to 2015 (“The Great Rides in the Central North Island”, 
Ruapehu Cycle Tourism Summit),claiming this accounted for $12m in “direct benefits annually”. 
This aligns with the $162 spending/person/day but not with the “direct benefits” which accrue in 
the form of local value added (identified as $3.5m in the Otago study, p.27). 

Domestic International Total

Boutique 

Lodge

24% 47% 31%

Motel 22% 26% 24%

Hotel 28% 9% 22%

Holiday Park 10% 10% 10%

Motor

home/freedo

4% 4% 4%

Backpackers 4% 2% 4%

Holiday Home 4% 0% 3%

Stay with 

friends

3% 0% 2%

Other 1% 2% 1%

N/A - live 

here

0% 0% 0%

Total 100% 100% 100%
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A “preliminary” Cost Benefit Analysis” (CBA) prepared for the Ministry of Business, 

Innovation and Employment (MBIE) 9  highlights the difficulty of assessing the economics of 

cycleway trails in terms of meaningful or direct measures of benefits and costs.10  

The analysis was aggregated over 22 trails and costs and benefits derived for 2015 from a 

variety of sources. Capital costs (government-funded infrastructure and local capital) were 

estimated and annualised assuming a “useful” 10-year life. This time span is arbitrarily short 

for publicly funded fixed transport infrastructure, effectively overweighting short-term 

development costs against long-term use benefits over the “economic” life of the trail.  

On the assumption that taxpayer funding lowers productivity elsewhere in the economy, net 

benefits were reduced by Treasury’s guideline, 20%.11 

Maintenance-costs were derived for individual trails. Given the arbitrary estimation and 

averaging of the other costs, maintenance costs, too, were averaged over all trails despite 

demonstrably different physical conditions among them.   

Not surprisingly, capital expenditure accounts for the bulk of costs (68%), with maintenance 

accounting for 25% (Table 4).  

Table 4: Annualised Cost Estimates, 22 NZ Trails, 2015$ 

 
Source: Victorio (2016) p1 

Benefits 

Benefits come from the income generated by commercial services provided to trail users and 

from the intangible benefits that would not have accrued without them.  

Spending by international visitors that would not have taken place without the trails is 

estimated from survey data, with the cost of providing services to those visitors deducted to 

provide an estimate of net spending.  Spending by visitors from overseas is estimated to 

account for 16% of benefits across all trails (Table 5). 

 

9  Victorio A (2016) Nga Haerenga The Great Rides of New Zealand Cycle Trails: Some Benefits in Relation 

to Costs, Report to the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment: 
10  This is not a conventional cost:benefit analysis, which would model the trails from construction for 25 to 30 

years, discounting the flow of costs and benefits annually prior to summing them. Discounting weights 
early costs and returns over later costs and returns.  The higher the discount rate the greater the 
emphasis on early costs and returns. The limited data and timeframe available to the Victorio study called 
for the  “short-hand” approach adopted using annual figures for 2015 and annualised capital spending. 

11  This discount can be considered to represent opportunity costs (the foregone alternative next-
best use of the resources) or as a transfer that should sit outside the CBA. 

Sources of Costs $m   Share

Annual Infrastructural Costs, Government-Funded $ 5.5 40%

Provision for Deadweight Losses from Taxation $ 1.1 8%

Annual Co-Funding Costs $ 3.8 28%

Annual Maintenance Costs $ 3.4 25%

Total Costs $ 13.9 100%
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Spending by domestic visitors is omitted on the grounds that it displaces spending that 

would have taken place elsewhere in the New Zealand economy.12 However, like 

international spending, domestic spending contributes to the estimate of producer surplus 

and is used to estimate consumer surplus. 

Table 5: Estimated Annual Benefits, 22 NZ Trails, 2015$ 

 
    Source: Victorio (2016) p1 

The biggest gains appear to come from the producer surplus, estimated as the value added 

(wages, salaries, profits)by producers of goods and services from the extra demand created 

by the cycleways. For this purpose, only 33% of domestic spending was considered 

“additional”, the balance being displaced from elsewhere in the economy. 

Consumer surpluses are based on the notion that goods and services yield more value to 

consumers than paid for.13 Ideally, survey data is used to estimate “willingness to pay” for a 

service, the difference between that figure and the actual price representing “surplus” value 

to the consumer.  Without data revealing this value on the trails, the study drew on two (US) 

studies that calculated elasticities of demand for cycling. These were used to estimate a 

surplus based on the difference from actual (surveyed) spending on each trail and an 

assumed theoretical maximum expenditure ($3,000 for each trail).  

Health benefits are less tangible as they are not “priced” by a market as such. Surrogate 

values were estimated for the study based on the reduced mortality associated with physical 

activity.  Evidence  was again derived from overseas experience and estimation of “unique” 

trail users, their frequency of use, and the reduced risk of dying resulting from the health 

improvements resulting.   

 

12  This is because the focus is on benefits accruing to New Zealand (and New Zealanders). The tourism 

sector may argue, though, that domestic tourism justifies support as a share of it comprise an import 
substitution activity; i.e., it substitutes for overseas travel spending by New Zealanders. 

13  The consumer surplus is not calculated for overseas visitors as it is taken to accrue at the place of 

residence rather than at the site of consumption. 
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Despite the inevitable shortcomings of high-level analysis and the generalised nature of the 

assumptions, the Victorio study demonstrates in a systematic manner that the benefits of 

trail development easily exceeded the costs in 2015, with a net national benefit of $35.3m, 

and benefit:cost a ratio of 1:3.5 (delivering $3.50 in benefits for every dollar in costs). 

These figures are influenced by the underlying assumptions. However, even had individual 

benefits been substantially over-estimated and costs under-estimated, a B:C ratio of 1:3.5 

indicates that trail development is a sound use of national resources. 

For example, if the estimates of intangible health and mortality benefits (defined as social 

benefits) and are deducted as too uncertain, the estimated net national benefit in 2015 

would be around $23.5m, and the national programme of trail development and operation 

would have still achieved a B:C ratio of 1:2.7. 

3.6. Comparing Trails 

While the generalised assumptions developed by Victorio reduced differences among trails14 

their economic performances are compared here within those methodological and estimation 

constraints. Victorio’s 2015 analysis across all trails has been replicated for the 20 individual 

trails for which enough data was available.  Given the small figures derived for commuter 

and general health benefits, the potentially greater likelihood of error resulting, and their 

limited contribution overall, they were omitted from this analysis. 

The exercise suggested that six trails had ratios of more than 1:5.0 (Rimutaka, Queenstown, 

Hawke’s Bay, Tasman Great Taste, Queen Charlotte, and Otago Central Rail), confirming 

that each of them makes highly beneficial use of the resources employed15.  On the other 

hand, eight trails had ratios of less than 1:1.5 (Alps to Ocean, St James, Waikato River, 

West Coast Wilderness, Twin Coast, Clutha Gold, Around the Mountain, and Timber Trail), 

suggesting a potentially inefficient use of resources16.  The remainder sat between these two 

extremes so individually can be considered an economically “sensible”. 

Unsurprisingly, economic performance as measured here is closely associated with the 

number of visits: as more people use the trail, so the benefits go up (Figure 1 ). An 

exponential curve best describes this relationship between visitor numbers and the 

benefit:cost ratio (R2= 0.5). As more people use trails, that revenues increase more rapidly 

than costs (the cost per user reduces), something to be expected of largely “passive” 

infrastructure (with limited or no mechanical or electrical equipment and limited maintenance 

requirements). 

 Trail Use and Economic Performance, 2015 

 

14  For example, assuming 13.5% of all visitors would be from overseas obscures the substantial differences 

between South Island with their dependence on tourists and North Island trails with their larger domestic 
markets. 

15  It should be noted that these are among the oldest trails so that ten years of annualised capital costs can 

be expected to be low relative to use and benefits. 
16  This assumes that measurement and estimation errors could reduce benefits by up to a third. 
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Source: Calculated using Victorio (2016) data 

Confirming this interpretation, correlation of total annualised costs and visitor numbers 

across the trails showed no relationship at all (R2=0.02)17. In contrast, the relationship 

between net benefits and visitor number is particularly strong (R2=0.99).  Simply put, growth 

in numbers provides a boost in benefits well ahead of its impact on costs.  

Implications for PHTTCCT 

• Nationally, cycle trail development represents a sound use of resources; 

• This is reflected in high B:C ratios among several long-established tracks in different 

circumstances, and modest positive ratios among others. 

• While several trails, including PHTTCCT, had low B:C ratios in 2015, growing user 

numbers should easily reverse that situation18; 

• The national picture indicates that producer surplus contributes more to benefits than the 

consumer surplus, meaning that local benefits can be further boosted by increasing the 

local offering of goods and services to users. 

  

 

17  The analysis was repeated for costs/kilometre: again, there is no relationship (R2=0.04) 
18  This prospect would be evident in a full CBA over the economic life of each trail, more so if the value of 

intangible benefits could be estimated reliably at this level. 
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4. The Twin Coast Cycle Trail Economic Analysis 

This section first compares some key economic results for the Pou Herenga Tai Twin Coast 

Cycle Trail in 2015 with all trails and concludes that annual benefits are likely to now 

comfortably exceed annual costs.   

The balance of the section presents an Economic Impact Assessment of the trail drawing 

mainly on the 2019 Nga Haerenga NZ Cycle Trails user survey results. The section sets out 

the assumptions and calculations used to estimate patronage and spending.  These suggest 

as many as 35,000 visitors spent close to 60,000 days on the trail in 2019.  As described in 

the concluding part of the section, their spending in the region may have approached $12m.  

This would have generated around $8m in direct and indirect value added and supported up 

to 200 jobs in Northland. Given the economic profile of the small towns on the trail the bulk 

of the benefits would have accrued in the Bay of Islands.   

4.1 The Cycleway 

The PHTTCCT is one of twenty-three Great Bike Rides in New Zealand today, overseen by 

Nga Haerenga NZ Cycle Trails ( 

NZCT). The Central Government initiative to stimulate regional growth, economic 

development, tourism, and employment led the Far North District Council in 2009 to submit a 

business case for government funding to construct the cycleway.  

At that time, the cost was estimated at $13.2m. Central Government contributed $4.1m in 

2010, used to deliver Phase 1. In 2014 $6.9m was estimated to be needed for completion. In 

mid-2015, MBIE agreed to contribute $3m and Northland Regional Council a further $900k, 

suggesting around $8.3m committed or spent by 2015 (in 2015 dollars). 

The Trail comprises four segments: 

1. Kaikohe to Okaihau (14km) 

2. Kaikohe to Kawakawa (34 km) 

3. Okaihau to Horeke (28 km)  

4. Kawakawa to Opua (11 km) 

Development has been in three phases: 

• Phase 1 comprised 49.9km completed;  

• Phase 2 comprised 31.8km as recently completed;  

• Phase 3 consists of 6.6 km to be developed to permanent status from Taumarere to 

Opua. Planning, detailed design, consents, Kiwirail lease, and implementation are yet to 

be realised for this section.   

The last section (Okaihau to Horeke) opened in March 2019. The total length of 

approximately 84km is extended to 87km if the 3km of sharing the road between Horeke and 

Mangungu Mission Station is included.  
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4.2 Costs and Benefits, 2015  

The 2015 cost:benefit analysis described in Section 3.5 suggests that focusing on the 

producer surplus is an important means of boosting the tangible and sustainable economic 

benefits of the trail, over and above simply increasing user numbers. This in turn means 

ensuring that the local businesses exist to take advantage of the presence and spending of 

visitors. In addition, if the depth of services and activities available increases, it can be 

expected that the number of visitors will follow in a virtuous cycle. 

With around 14,500 users in 2015, the Victorio study indicates that the PHTTCCT had a 

cost:benefit ratio of close to 0.9, meaning that at that stage of development it was not yet 

economically efficient (a ratio of 1.0 would mean the benefits are equal to the costs). . This 

can be put down to low user numbers and relatively high costs (Table 6). Growth in user 

numbers since should have reversed this situation, as costs should not have increased as 

rapidly as the benefits from additional users.   

Table 6:Key Indicators PHTTCCT, 2015 

 

The maintenance costs estimated for 2015 ($2,864/km compared with an average of 

$2,166/km across all trails) were second highest only to the Central North Island Mountains 

to Sea Trail (Table 7). The short period of operation and partial development of the trail at 

that time. May account for significantly higher than average capital costs. 

Table 7:Shares of Costs PHTTCCT, 2015 

 

Quite apart from low visitor numbers, the limited benefits recorded reflect a relatively small 

share of overseas visitors and limited producer surplus. It can be expected that international 

visitor numbers increased with the introduction of cruise ship stopovers in the Bay of Islands. 

However, these are both issues to consider in initiatives to lift the economic performance of 

the trail relative to other trails (Table 8).  

While the results of this analysis are indicative only, qualified by the data constraints 

associated with the original study, they paint a picture of a trail in the early stages of 

Visitors Costs $/Km
Benefit: 

Cost

All trails 907,709 $4,582 4.04

Mean 46,111 $5,320 4.94

Median 17,984 $5,076 1.71

PHTTCCT 14,517 $9,325 0.87

Capital 

Cost/km

Maintenance/

Km
Cost/Km

All Trails $3,274 $1,308 $4,582

Mean $4,053 $1,266 $5,320

Median $3,995 $1,308 $5,076

PHTTCCT $6,461 $2,864 $9,325
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development, when significant capital costs were still being incurred and the flow of visitors – 

and therefore benefits – was still low.  The national analysis and reference to the 

performance of other trails suggest that the benefits should have increased significantly as 

the profile of the trail has grown and as it moved towards completion.  Depending on the 

number of users, today it can be expected to be yielding annual benefits in excess of costs. 

Table 8: Sources of Benefits, PHTTCCT 2015 

 

The Victorio study indicates that boosting the positive impacts of a trail does not simply 

mean boosting numbers.  It also means ensuring that local businesses are in the position to 

take advantage of users’ presence. A low producer surplus compared with the collective 

average suggests a need for substantial investment in local goods and services to enhance 

the user experience of PHCCTTC and thereby generate more regional income and jobs.  

4.3 Economic Impact Assessment 

Framework 

This section estimates the economic impact on the Northland region of PHTTCCT in 2019. 

This shifts the emphasis from the question of economic efficiency to the issue of how activity 

on the trail benefits the region and the local community.  

The economic impact of users is estimated by working through the sequence in Figure 2. 

The analysis described here follows these steps  based on data from several sources.  This 

means that the results must be interpreted cautiously.   

The main source is survey data collected by NHNZCT across all trails using a voluntary, self-

completion, web-based questionnaire. Low response rates and respondent self-selection 

mean that the results do not necessarily represent all visitors. They may well over-represent 

“serious” or committed rather than casual or occasional users, a bias that could result, for 

example, in higher estimates of average time on the trail and spending than is the case. 

For this reason, the PHTTCCT figures has been compared with the all -trails benchmark 

and, where available, across two years.  

  

Net 

Overseas 

Revenues

Producer 

Surpluses 

Consumer 

Surpluses

Reduced-

Mortality 

Savings

Total 

All trails 17% 31% 19% 17% 83%

Average 14% 34% 31% 22% 100%

Median 10% 31% 28% 22% 100%

PHTTCCT 8% 26% 41% 25% 100%
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 Estimating the Economic Impact of User Spending 

 

The results of following the sequence outlined in Figure 2 are presented in Table 9, leading 

to an estimate $8.4m in spending brought into Northland by the trail. How this is calculated is 

explained in the following sections.19 

Table 9: Estimating Trail User Numbers and Spending 

 

 

19  In this analysis, all significant figures are rounded to the nearest thousand (‘000) in recognition of the 

arbitrary nature of the assumptions applied and consequently the approximate nature of the results. 

Step Item YE 31 May '19 Assumption

1 Count 95,000

2 Multi-Day Trips 5,000 5%

Less one-way Station Counts 15000 3

3 Single-Day Trips 37,500 50%

4 All Trips 42,500

5 Less Local Trips -12,000 29%

Total Trips 30,500

6 Visited for Trail 24,000 80%

7 International (8%) 3,000 11%

8 Other New Zealand (65%) 21,000 89%

Total Trail Tourists 24,000

9 International Multi-Day Trip 1,000 37%

10 Domestic Multi-Day Trip 8,000 37%

11 International - One Day Trip 2,000

12 Domestic - One Day Trip 13,000

13 International Nights 3,000 3.0

14 Domestic Nights 24,000 3.0

Total Nights, Multi-day Trips 27,000

15 Total Days 42,000 2

Spending Multi-Day Trips

16 International Expenditure $598,000 $199

17 Domestic Expenditure $4,813,000 $201

Spending Day Trips

18 International Expenditure $399,000 $199

Total Expenditure $8,417,000
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User Visits 

User numbers are calculated using eco-counter movements recorded across four of the six  

stations on the trail, giving 123,000 counts in the year ending May 201920. The challenge is 

to estimate unique visits from these counts. (Given the approximate nature of this exercise, 

all figures are rounded to the nearest thousand). 

For this purpose, we have omitted counts from two minor stations and included only the trail 

origin destination points (Opua and Horeke) and the two intermediate towns, Kawakawa and 

Kaikohe. Seasonal counts have been presented for these station for the year ending 29 

February 2020.21 They indicate a summer and autumn bias, most pronounced at Opua and 

(Figure 3 ).  

The counts reveal uneven trail use, weighted towards the first section, Opua to Kawakawa, 

reflecting proximity to the resort centre of Paihia in the Bay of Islands.  

 Visitor Counts, YE May 31 2019 

 

When calculating unique visits from this data, allowance needs to be made for users 

travelling through more than one counter (in effect “way stations”).  While omitting Okaihau 

and Moerewa avoids this in part, Kawakawa and Kaikohe act as way stations for through-

riders and as origins and destinations in their own right (i.e., riders may commence or 

complete their use of the trail at these intermediate points).  To allow for this, the count for 

each of these two has been halved, bringing the total count down by 28,000 to 95,000.  

 

20  For the purpose of this analysis no attempt has been made to distinguish cyclists from pedestrians as 

spending profiles are likely to be determined by time on the trail rather than by mode. 
21  Although March and April figures were made available these have been substantially depressed by the 

impact of Covid19. 
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Clearly, only a minority of visits take in the entire, or even the majority, of the trail. The Opua-

Kawakawa segment compared with Kawakawa-Kaikohe suggest that no more than 15% of 

users might complete the full trail. Given that Kaikohe is also a suitable starting point for 

visitors seeking to ride only half the trail (to the east or west), this is likely to be well on the 

high side.  In fact, the counts for the minor stations, Moerewa and Okaihau, suggest that 

only 10% might proceed west beyond Kawakawa, with 24% simply completing the first 

segment, with the majority heading back to Opua, and 7% west of Kaikohe to Horeke.  

Based on these figures, we assume that only 5% of visits take in the full trail and use this to 

estimate 5,000 overnight visits “on the trail” (5,000, Step 2, Table 9). These people will be 

counted over all four stations, thereby inflating our implied trip numbers by 15,000.  

Subtracting this from the balance, leaves 75,000 counts. 

However, apart from being counted on the way stations, for which accommodation is made 

above, all trips will be counted twice, once at the origin and once at the destination (which 

may be the same location). To provide for this, the balance (75,000) after accounting for 

overnight trips is halved to provide an estimate of day-visitors (37,500, Step 3, Table 9).  

Added to overnight visitors gives a total of 42,000 visitors (rounded)in the year.  

In EIA spending by local users is not considered to contribute to the local economy as the 

people involved are not bringing income into the region. Provision is made for this by 

reference to the NZCT survey which showed that 25% of users were “local” in 2019 and 32% 

in 2020.  The mid-point of 29% is adopted to subtract the number of local trips (Step 5) from 

the single-day visitor count. 

The NZCT survey also asks whether users have visited the region mainly to cycle the trail.22  

The share of PHTTCCT respondents claiming to have done so in 2019 was 80% and 81% in 

2020.  For present purposes we assume the former figure and apply it to single day visitor 

trips, reducing the number relevant to the EIA by 20% (Step 6) to 24,000.23 

The remaining trips have been divided between overseas and New Zealand visitors (from 

outside Northland) based on respondents in the NZCT 2019 survey (8% international 

travellers, which increases to 11% of visitors when local users are excluded, Steps 7 and 8). 

Visitor Days 

Most survey data gathered on spending relates to the visitor spend per day.  For this reason, 

the number of days on the trail needs to be estimated from the number of visitors. Again, we 

turn to the results of the NZCT survey to do this.  

The survey asks how long users spend on the trail.  For present purposes, anything less 

than one day is counted as a day trip.  A surprisingly high 55% claimed two or more days in  

 

22  While we follow this convention, the prospect that people stay an extra night to ride the trail suggests that 

an extra day’s regional spending should be attributed to it. 
23  While estimation methods vary, it is likely that user numbers in 2019 were two thirds more than estimated 

by Victorio in 2016, and well over double if we include local visitors and visitors who did not come into the 
region specifically to ride the trail..  
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2019. The share fell to 37% in 2020. In light of the pattern of use suggested in Figure 3 we 

adopt the lower figure, and apply it to both domestic and international visitors to get an idea 

of the number of multi-day visits (9,000, Steps 9 and 10), the balance being single day trips 

(15,000, Steps 11 and 12). 

Users were asked how long they spent on the trail, with 2.8 nights average in 2019 and 3.1 

in 2020. Based on this it was assumed that multi-day visitors were in the area (although not 

necessarily on the trail) for three days on average, leading to an estimate of 27,000 days 

spent by multi-night visitors (steps 13 and 14). 24 Added to the estimate for single-day users 

(23,000 – one day is assumed to equate to one night stayed in the area) this gives 42,000 

days spent on the trail by 24,000 visitors.    

Visitor Spending 

Several survey-based estimates of spending by trail users have been considered to (Table 

10). However, survey-based estimates are beset by problems: 

• Respondent bias (as discussed above): if the more enthusiastic and active trail users 
tend to complete questionnaires the results may not represent “average” users; 

• The tendency to “telescope”, which leads respondents to include transactions that 
occurred before arriving at the trail in their spending estimates; 

• Accuracy of recall, a growing problem with credit and debit card use and with 
distinguishing individual and group spending; 

• Ambiguity in, for example, definitions (e.g., terms like “local”); understanding where a 
given region begins and ends, and defining nights spent (i.e., do we include the night 
before and the night after?). 

Given these issues, the use of survey data can only be justified on the following grounds: 

• By assuming compensating errors: i.e., inaccurate answers offset each other across 
respondents, leading to convergence approaching “the truth” from aggregation; 

• Achieving comparable results in different surveys, so that they jointly tend towards 
similar outcomes, allowing a degree of confidence in common conclusions; 

• Adopting a conservative approach on the grounds that the identified sources of 
respondent error are more likely to over- than under-estimate spending.  

 

24  One or two of the 3 nights will be spent off the trail (at commencement or termination of a visit) and may 

well be in accommodation elsewhere in Northland.  As a result, a third night should also contribute to the 
regional economic impact. 
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Table 10: User Spending Estimates 

Table 10 contains estimates of user spending 

from different studies, converted to third quarter 

2019 dollars using the CPI. Questionnaires and 

collection protocols vary between surveys while 

the Victorio figures are composites derived from 

surveys covering seven trails. 

The five sources that separate domestic from 

international users gave rise to the following 

estimates of spending per day (in 2019 dollars):25 

International     

High   $265 

Low   $111 

Midpoint   $188 

Average   $177 

Domestic     

High   $252 

Low   $111 

Midpoint   $182 

Average   $178 

 

The Otago Central Rail Trail survey did not distinguish between international and domestic 

users and indicated spending of $265 for multi-day visitors and $178 for single day visitors. 

The NZCT 2019 figures appear high relative to other sources. This may simply reflect growth 

in on-trail spending.  For present purposes it was decided to estimate daily spending for 

TTCCT as the mid-point between its 2019 figures and the average across the other five 

sources.  This gives $199/international visitor/night and $201/domestic visitor/night (Steps 16 

and 17, Table 9). Applying these figures to our estimates across the four categories of user 

(Steps 18 to 19) leads to an estimate of total regional spending by people from outside 

Northland coming into the region to use the trail of $8.4m in 2019. 

By way of sensitivity testing, adopting the five studies average daily spend estimates 

provides a low total expenditure figure of $7.5m (-11%).  Taking the NZCT survey for the 

high estimate, the figure would be to $9.4m (+11%).  

 

25  The low daily spend for the Hauraki Rail Trail is treated as an outlier based on a very high level 
of local usage, as indicated by the contrast with the figure for international visitors. 

Current $ 2019 $

Hauraki 2011 $

International Multi-dayMulti-Day$153 $168

International Day $50 $55

International Mid-Point $101 $111

Domestic Multi-Day $164 $180

Domestic Mid-Point $109 $119

Central Otago Rail Trail 2013

Multi-Day $247 $265

Day Visitors $166 $178

Total $177 $190

Victorio 23 Trails 2016

International Average $187 $197

International Median $163 $172

Domestic Median $151 $159

Victorio PHTTCCT Derived 2016

International $154 $163

Domestic $112 $119

GetSmart Survey 2019

PHTTCCT

International $218 $221

Domestic $221 $224

Total $221 $223

Get Smart Benchmark (All Trails) 2019

International $193 $195

Domestic $249 $252

Total $228 $231
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The Distribution of Spending. 

The next step in the EIA is to identify the sectors into which the spending falls.  For this, we 

draw on the NHNZCT survey question on how much respondents spent in different 

categories (Table 11).  Accommodation is the largest category, followed by local transport 

(presumably mainly between the trail and lodgings). Domestic visitors appear to spend 

relatively more on hospitality, international visitors relatively more on activities. 

Table 11: The Distribution of Visitor Spending by Sector 

 

This distribution (Table 11) enables the allocation of our estimated spending (Table 9) 

among business sectors (Table 12), indicating the revenue Northland companies received 

servicing trail users. These figures provide the grounds for estimating economic impacts.  

Table 12: Estimated Spending by Origin of User and Sector ($m) 

 

The Regional Impacts 

The contribution of spending by trail users to the regional economy depends on how much 

remains within the region, the income this creates, and jobs it supports. The direct effects 

refer to the income received by businesses (or sectors) receiving revenue directly from trail 

visitors, net of the costs of their inputs.  The wage, salary, and profit shares of local revenue 

add to regional production in the form of value added (also a measure of GDP).  The jobs in 

the businesses supported by this income are also counted as a direct effect. 

When businesses serving trail users themselves purchase inputs within the region 

(components, materials, goods, and services) they create further local income (and therefore 

jobs) in the businesses supplying them.  These are the indirect effects of spending by users.  

Finally, much of this direct and indirect income will be spent by the households receiving it 

with local retailers and service providers.  This creates induced effects – income and jobs 

from household spending that results directly and indirectly from trail visitor spending.  

Accommodation 31% 35%

Food & Beverage Services 16% 21%

Transport 19% 14%

Activities 20% 11%

Retail and Other 11% 11%

Fuel 3% 9%

Total 100% 100%

International Domestic

$ % $

Accommodation $0.18 $1.69 $0.12 $0.91 $2.91

Food & Beverage Services $0.10 $1.00 $0.06 $0.54 $1.69

Transport $0.12 $0.65 $0.08 $0.35 $1.20

Activities $0.12 $0.52 $0.08 $0.28 $0.99

Retail and Other $0.07 $0.55 $0.05 $0.30 $0.96

Fuel $0.02 $0.41 $0.01 $0.22 $0.66

Total $0.60 $4.81 $0.40 $2.61 $8.42

Total
Overnight Visitors Day Visitors
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However, at each stage of the supply chain through which indirect effects work, a share of 

the spending goes out of the region to purchase goods, components, and services from 

elsewhere in New Zealand or overseas.  If most inputs are brought in from outside, the 

indirect effects in the region will be low. This is the case for Northland with only limited 

production activity in the regional economy.  

To calculate the direct and indirect effects of visitor spending regional multipliers are first 

calculated for the sectors in which spending takes place (Table 12). The multipliers are 

derived from comprehensive surveys of the sales and purchases that link sectors in the 

relevant supply chains. Because of their cost, these surveys are conducted only occasionally 

and at national level.  Multipliers are calculated based on surveyed transactions among all 

sectors of the economy for a given year.  They can be then calculated for an individual 

region by adjusting them to reflect the mix and capacity of sectors within that region and 

updated as additional national data becomes available.   

Multipliers for indicating the impact of inter-sector transactions in Northland were calculated 

by specialist economic consultancy Insight Economics in 2017.  They have been provided to 

this study for those sectors that dominate visitor spending.  The results are presented in 

Table 13 (for value added) and Table 14 (for jobs). 

The direct impact of $4.18m in direct value added is around 50% of estimated expenditure 

by trail users in 2019 (Table 13) and amounts to 0.7% of estimated tourism value added for 

Northland ($592m26). The indirect and induced effects are modest, bringing the regional 

value added figure (or contribution to Northland’s GDP) to $5.66m. Limited indirect effects 

reflect significant purchasing leakage from the region (a large share of business inputs 

purchased elsewhere in New Zealand or overseas).. 

Jointly accommodation and hospitality (food and beverage services) account for 53% of the 

estimated contribution.  Activities (on and off the trail) contribute little, just 11%.  

Table 13: Regional Economic Impact of the Trail -  Northland Value Added ($m) 

 

The economic activity identified is estimated, in turn, to support the equivalent of 140 full 

time jobs directly and approaching 20 indirectly (totals have been rounded in Table 14).   

 

26  https://ecoprofile.infometrics.co.nz/Northland%2bRegion 

Direct Indirect Induced Total Shares

Accommodation $1.45 $0.25 $0.17 $1.88 33%

Food & Beverage services $0.77 $0.26 $0.12 $1.15 20%

Transport $0.52 $0.14 $0.07 $0.73 13%

Activities $0.38 $0.17 $0.08 $0.64 11%

Retail and Other $0.61 $0.04 $0.08 $0.72 13%

Fuel $0.45 $0.05 $0.05 $0.55 10%

Total $4.18 $0.92 $0.56 $5.66 100%
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Almost two thirds of jobs are in accommodation and food and beverages, indicating both the 

significance of spending in these sectors and their lower incomes relative to the other 

sectors. The limited depth of the Northland economy is reflected in the small number of 

indirect jobs associated with supporting the businesses and households serving trail users.  

Table 14: Regional Economic Impact of the Trail – Northland Jobs 

 

The Local Contribution 

Multiplier analyses cannot be undertaken with confidence for areas smaller than regions. 

Instead, to identify the possible contribution of the trail to the local area, the shares of 

Northland’s 2019 employment27 in the local area were used to apportion the estimated value 

added and jobs among the six sectors. The “local area” was defined in three ways, using 

aggregations of Statistics NZ Statistical Area (SA2) area classifications: 

• The trail area, covering the following statistical areas: Okaihau, Ohaeawai-Waimate 

North, Kaikohe. Moerewa, Kawakawa, Opua (Far North District); 

• The Bay of Islands, covering Paihia, Russell, Haruru, Kerikeri Central, Kerikeri South; 

• The Mid-North, combing the two preceding areas. 

Allocating income and activity according to shares of regional employment probably under-

estimates the local share, as it does not sufficiently weight purchases from suppliers close to 

the trail. While the bulk of catering and accommodation services are likely to be purchased in 

the Bay of Islands, the local figures can be considered the minimum contribution (Table 15).  

Acknowledging the likelihood of underestimation, the income and job figures do suggest a 

potential lack of businesses offering accommodation, catering, and activities on the trail 

itself.  Even doubling the estimated $300,000 in value added ($0.29m) and 10 full time jobs 

in the immediate area would suggest a limited contribution to the local community28. The 

analysis confirms the need to pursue additional business opportunities, especially in the 

hospitality sectors, if the full benefits of the trail’s presence are to be realised locally.  

 

 

27  Based on the Statistics New Zealand business Demography database. 
28  That is not to underplay the importance of a modest contribution which may be a key to local business 

viability in an area where demand is already limited. The threshold and survival and growth effects for 
businesses primarily serving local demand are not identified by multiplier analyses. 

Direct Indirect Induced Total Shares

Accommodation 43 2 2 47 34%

Food & Beverage Services 38 2 1 41 30%

Transport 3 1 0 4 3%

Activities 10 2 1 13 9%

Retail and Other 16 1 1 18 13%

Fuel 14 0 1 15 11%

Total (Rounded) 120 10 10 140 100%
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Table 15: The Local Economic Impact of the Trail 

 

 

The Labour Market 

Boosting patronage and thereby the regional benefits of the trail will be assisted by further 

investment in a variety of accommodation types.  These include bed and breakfast facilities, 

which offer flexibility in the sector, the ability to raise capacity progressively without over-

investment and variety to trail users, and more formal accommodation (motels, lodges, and 

hostels). This and the expansion of catering and other services in the immediate area 

assumes, however, that the labour market exists to support it. If the number of people 

unemployed is an indicator of “spare capacity”, this is certainly the case (Table 16). 

Table 16: Unemployment in Far North District, 2013 and 2018 

 
  Source: Census of Population, Statistics NZ 

There were 675 people unemployed in the statistical areas encompassing the trail in 2018, 

14% of the labour force.  Close to 1,000 people were unemployed in the area defined as the 

Mid-North. Even tripling the demand for trail use based on the profile of economic impacts 

presented in this report would only absorb around 120 people, so that there are no labour 

market constraints on further developing and promoting it.   

The challenge, then, is to create the opportunities for sustainable investment that can take 

advantage of any increase in demand and to ensure that the skills and business resources 

are developed within the community to do so. 

Value Added ($m) Trail
Bay of 

Islands

Total       

Mid-North

Accommodation $0.03 $0.62 $0.65

Food & Beverage services $0.05 $0.22 $0.27

Transport $0.08 $0.54 $0.62

Activities $0.04 $0.06 $0.10

Retail and Other $0.05 $0.12 $0.17

Fuel $0.04 $0.06 $0.10

Total $0.29 $1.62 $1.91

Jobs (FTE) Trail Bay of Mid-North

Accommodation 1 15 16

Food & Beverage services 2 8 10

Transport 0 3 3

Activities 1 1 2

Retail and Other 1 3 4

Fuel 1 2 3

Total (Rounded) 10 30 40

20013 2018

Trail 516 675

Bay of Islands 291 309

Mid North Total 807 984

Rest of Far North District 1,896 2,403
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Trail Management 

Consideration was given to the economic impact of trail maintenance and operations. Given 

that the bulk of expenses are met directly (through trail maintenance) or indirectly (through 

grants to the Trust) by the Far North District Council and ancillary local sources (including 

partners), they do not represent an addition to regional economic activity (although they may 

involve a net transfer into the local area from the rest of Northland).  

An $11,700 grant by MBIE in 2020 does represent such a transfer, although is not 

considered enough to justify analysis. Past subsidies from central government supporting 

development of the cycleway are important, though.  These represent a significant transfer 

into Northland, facilitating the economic activity described in this analysis and creating or 

supporting jobs and income that would not otherwise exist in the region. 

4.4 Summary 

Our analysis suggests that the trail in 2019:  

• Accommodated over 42,000 unique visits; 30,500 by visitors from outside 

Northland and, of these, 24,000 by people visiting to ride the trail; 

• Of those trail tourists, perhaps 3,000 came from overseas; 

• Hosted around 9,000 full trail trips; 

• Accommodated 42,000 visitor days (excluding locals); 

• Accounted for $8.4m in spending, of which $5.7m represents regional income 

(added value); 

• Supported around 140 full-time job equivalents in Northland; 

• Achieved modest economic impacts in the immediate area (possibly no more 

than 10 full-time job equivalents and $300,000 in value added), and 

approaching $2m and 40 jobs in the wider Bay of Islads/mid-north area 

(southern far North District ouncil).  

These results and our analysis of experience elsewhere (Section 3) justify sustaining and 

improving the trail, including investing in ancillary infrastructure to support more users. They 

also suggest that there is room to lift itys economic contribution, both through developing 

and promoting it and by encouraging more investment in the area.  The aism of the latter will 

be both to lift its appeal and increase opportunities for longer visits and inceased visitor 

spending in the area and thereby to generate more local income and jobs. 

The analysis of movements on the trail also suggests that the extension to Paihia and 

beyond will boost user numbers within both the day-trip and over-night segments of the 

market.Such investment will ideally be accompanied by promotions into the major domestic 

markets and profile-raising (if necessary) within the Bay of Islands holiday market. 

In order to lift the trail’s market appeal, to maximise the revenue it might generate, and to 

increase its local contribution, support for increased accommodation opportunities and for 

new ventures in the areas of activities, hosting, and catering should also be explored.   
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A Note on the Impact of Covid19 

While drawing on a range of arbitrary assumptions, the figures in this report can be 

considered a reasonable reflection of the activity and impacts associated with PHTTCCT in 

2019. Unfortunately, that was then: the tourism market as it was has since collapsed. 

So what conclusions can we draw from the analysis for the challenges of the new reality? 

First, the sorts of effects illustrated can be scaled up or down more or less directly: a halving 

of visitors using the trail will halve its contribution to jobs and income. Conversely, a doubling 

of visitor nubers should double jobs and income without by any means doubling the costs of 

maintenance and operations.   

Second, for small businesses the negative impacts of reduced patronage may lead to 

permanent closure.  For larger businesses they simply contribute to a more general loss of 

business along with the restrictions applied to social and economic activity generally in the 

area. The potential loss of such businesses, though, threatens to constrain the rate and 

scale of recovery once the pandemc wanes in an area under economic stress. The marinal 

income associated with trail activity is likely to be disproportionately important to the 

immediate area.. 

Third, recovery in visitor numbers and spending will depend for the foreseeable future on 

building domestic tourism. Fortunately, the trail does not depend too much on international 

visitors and there should be an opportunity for solid domestic visitor growth until such time 

as global travel restrictions are lifted. Even then, it is likely that the appetite for overseas 

holidays by New Zealanders will have diminished and domestic tourism will benefit. 

Recovery 

Informal accommodation should respond relatively quickly to a recovery of demand, 

especially through bed and breakfast, specialist lodge, hostel, budget motel, and perhaps 

marae-based options. 

The other keys to recovery may be: 

(1) The extent to which the trail can be promoted in domestic markets in a comprehensive 

manner – covering the total experience, accommodation options, and activities; and 

(2) The ability to increase and publicise activities available on or around the trail.  

New activities will not necessarly demand a large capital investment to start up – although 

financial and mentoring support for local groups and individuals prepared to pursue them is 

likely to be needed in the early stages, together with the  training of potential staff.  There 

may also be a call for additonal public investment in amenities on and around the trail, 

including parking and access points, the development of short spurs to link it with additonal 

activities and hospitality facilities, and cycleway and amenity improvements where required. 

An approach which addresses trail quality and amenity, on the one hand, and increases 

local investment in activities, on the other, should increase the economic contributon of the 

trail even more rapidly than any increase in user numbers.  
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5. Conclusion 

The picture painted here is of a trail that has enjoyed increased patronage over the past four 

years and has consequently justified the original investment in economic terms. It now 

makes a signficant contribution to the “tourism account” in Northland.   

Without the benefit of an extensive survey of users29 or corroborating data from a survey of 

businesses supplying goods and services to trail users30 the figures presented in this report 

should be taken as indicative only.  Nevertheless, along with the other information presented 

they lend themselves to reasonably robust conclusions: 

• The level of use and associated spending means that the ongoing costs of operating the 

trail are substantially exceeded by the benefits to the region of its use. 

• This means, among other things (and acknowledging that historical capital costs can 

now be treated as sunk), the economic benefits of any investments in improving the trail, 

its amenities, and marketing are likely be very positive as the marginal benefits of growth 

should easily exceed the marginal costs. 

• When compared with other trails and when the surveyed spending of users is 

considered, there may be a need and, importantly, an opportunity for private investment 

in trail add-ons – tour packages, additional recreational and adventure activities , and on- 

and off-trail experiences. 

• The trail appears to meet demand for day trip options ex-Opua, presumaby including 

trips from Paihia and beyond.  This is a healthy development that raises other prospects: 

- Further boosting patronage through trail extension to Paihia, Waitangi, and perhaps 

even Haruru to tap into the Bay of Islands holiday market and provide a basis for 

extending the length of stay among visitors to generally; 

- Promoting the prospect of multi-day tours, ideally across the entire trail to a Bay of 

Islands-based holdiay market; 

- Related to that, creating the capacity on the length of the trail to cater for and hold 

the interest of more overnight visitors, including increasing the provision of 

infrastructure and amenities, encouraging more investment in accommodation and 

catering, and lifting opportunities for the development of additonal attractions.  

The study has demonstrated that the economic benefits of the trail by now exceed the 

historic cost of development, that the marginal benefits of growth should well exceed the 

marginal costs, and that the trail has a signifcant but not yet substantial positive impact on 

the regional economic and jobs. The study’s main contribution is to highlight the need and 

opportunities for further development to lift its benefits.  Doing so will not only boost the 

economy of the small towns and rural area through which it passes, but should also raise the 

profile, appeal, and popularity of the trail, thereby lifting its overall regional contribution.  

 

29  Which would be expensive and time-consuming, with no guarantee of providing accurate figures 
30  Which was rendered impractical and considered inappropriate with the onset of Covid19 
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